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Abstract
One of the benefits of electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid vehicles (HVs) is
their potential to recuperate braking energy. Regenerative braking (RB) will
minimize duty levels on the brakes, giving advantages including extended
brake rotor and friction material life and, more significantly, reduced brake
mass and minimised brake pad wear. In this thesis, a mathematical analysis
(MATLAB) has been used to analyse the accessibility of regenerative braking
energy during a single-stop braking event. The results have indicated that a
friction brake could be downsized while maintaining the same functional
requirements of the vehicle braking in the standard brakes, including
thermomechanical performance (heat transfer coefficient estimation,
temperature distribution, cooling and stress deformation). This would allow
lighter brakes to be designed and fitted with confidence in a normal
passenger car alongside a hybrid electric drive. An approach has been
established and a lightweight brake disc design analysed FEA and
experimentally verified is presented in this research. Thermal performance
was a key factor which was studied using the 3D model in FEA simulations.
Ultimately, a design approach for lightweight brake discs suitable for use in
any car-sized hybrid vehicle has been developed and tested. The results
from experiments on a prototype lightweight brake disc were shown to
illustrate the effects of RBS/friction combination in terms of weight reduction.
The design requirement, including reducing the thickness, would affect the
temperature distribution and increase stress at the critical area. Based on the
relationship obtained between rotor weight, thickness and each performance
requirement, criteria have been established for designing lightweight brake
discs in a vehicle with regenerative braking.
Keywords: Brakes, friction, regenerative, automotive, modelling, thermal, Finite
Element Analysis, lightweight.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
The automotive industry has for many years identified weight reduction as a
way of improving product competitiveness and thus achieving commercial
success. To achieve reduction in weight, components made of materials
such as iron and steel can be replaced with re-designed components made
of lighter materials such as polymers and aluminium. One area that has been
examined for weight reduction is the brake system, e.g. aluminium and
associated composite materials such as ‘metal matrix composites’ (MMC) for
brake rotors have been studied extensively. Although aluminium is
increasingly used in modern brake components, the frictional and thermal
requirements of a modern automotive brake have limited its use for brake
discs (Day and Newcomb, 1984). Friction brakes get hot when used and the
heat energy is dissipated by forced convection, conduction and radiation
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from the exposed surfaces of the brake. Over-heating can cause malfunction
of the braking system and present a safety hazard. Much theoretical work
has been done to calculate accurately the temperature rise during braking for
different speeds and designs of brake discs. (Newcomb, 1981, Newcomb
and Millner, 1965, Day et al., 1979, Day and Newcomb, 1984, Hoffman and
Druten, 2004, Day, 1991) so the extent of the thermal loading on brake discs
(rotors) is well-known.
Disc brakes are widely used on cars because of their better heat dissipation
ability; a direct result of the exposed friction surface. The friction surface of a
drum brake is inside and heat dissipation relies upon heat being conducted
through the drum so car manufacturers fit drum brakes only on the rear axle
of “low” performance cars. Additionally a drum brake provides a very
effective parking brake. In commercial vehicles, drum brakes are still widely
used across the world, being robust, durable and easy to maintain but in
Europe most heavy goods vehicles now use disc brakes (Fasci, 2008).
A friction brake is designed taking account of the required decelerations of a
defined vehicle. For example, a passenger car of mass 1.5 tonnes will have
4 wheels and 4 friction brakes (one on each wheel as required by European
legislation). The legislation requires that the car can decelerate to rest at 5.8
m/s2 from speeds up to 80 km/h for vehicle of categories M1 (cars), type 0
test with the engine disconnected (as defined in paragraph 2.1, Regulation
No. 13, Annex 4), so the total energy to be dissipated by the brakes is
½×1500×(22.2)2 = 369.6 kJ. Because of weight transfer during braking, and
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the legislative requirements of stability during braking (rear wheels must not
lock before the front wheels) the duty level on the front wheels is generally
designed to be higher than that on the rear wheels. In a modern passenger
car, this leads to the front brakes’ contributing much more to the total braking
force than the rear wheels, typically X1/X2 (the Front/Rear braking ratio) is
80/20 or more. So the highest braking duty lies with the front brakes and in
this example could be 0.8×369.6 kJ = 296 kJ.
Furthermore, the performance requirement is not just for one isolated brake
application, but for a series of high deceleration brake applications which
form the part of the performance assessment known as the ‘fade’ test. So,
the front brakes of a typical passenger car have to be designed to provide
large amounts of braking torque, and withstand large amounts of heat
generated, heat transfer, high temperatures and thermal loading.
The size (and weight) of a car’s disc brake therefore depends upon the
performance required, specifically the braking torque, energy dissipation and
power. It is possible to generate high braking torque from a smaller brake,
but the energy and power involved may overload the brake and cause
physical damage. Lightweight disc brakes (smaller in size using lighter
materials designed for lower duty) have potential for passenger cars with
regenerative braking. Regenerative braking is a feature of a hybrid and pure
electric power train to recoup some of the energy dissipated during braking
(Jefferson and Barnard, 2002). Electric vehicles (EVs), and hybrid electric
vehicles (HEVs) have the ability to recover significant amounts of braking
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energy using the electrical part of the power train as a regenerative braking
system (RBS). However, even with regenerative braking, friction brakes are
required to provide the necessary high duty braking performance, e.g. in the
event of an emergency stop being required. Regenerative braking therefore
has to work alongside a conventional friction system because the braking
power in an emergency is too high for a purely electrical regenerative
system: this is primarily due to the limited energy transfer rate of electrical
energy storage devices. Regenerative braking does however take work off
the friction brakes of a vehicle, thereby extending brake disc life, minimising
disc rotor weight, minimising brake pad wear and extending the working
range of an EV or HEV.
Regenerative braking in an EV cannot be used when the batteries are fully
charged, or when the battery is at a high temperature because this could
damage the battery. At low vehicle speeds regenerative braking could
generate high braking torque causing vehicle instability (if a continuously
variable transmission (CVT) is used to keep the motor/generator (M/G) at its
optimum operating speed); this needs to be carefully controlled to avoid poor
braking ‘feel’.
Braking energy recuperation for hybrid vehicles has been investigated by
Ehsani et al., (2009) using computer simulation to analyse the relationship
between the recuperated braking energy from front wheels to the total
braking energy available in a typical urban driving cycle. The results showed
that 50% - 60% of braking energy could be recovered by regenerative
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braking in urban driving. Regenerative braking can recover about 45% of
total kinetic energy for a city bus (Chicurel, 1999).

1.2 Research aims and objectives
The overall purpose of this research was to investigate ways of reducing
vehicle mass and thus fuel consumption and vehicle emissions of CO2, HC,
and NOx (Grieve et al., 1997) by focussing on a new design of lightweight
brake (for the front wheels of a passenger car with regenerative braking).
The main aim was to develop a design for a lightweight friction brake for use
in a regenerative braked car which is still capable of emergency braking
when needed. The brake may not be durable under emergency braking but
has to be able to decelerate the car from any set speed/load condition to
meet legislative requirements without failure. If the brake’s operation were
degraded sufficiently after such usage, it would have to be replaced. The
vehicle braking system overall (regenerative braking and friction braking)
must of course meet the legislative braking test and performance of braking
systems requirements including stopping distance and mean fully developed
deceleration (MFDD) EU Regulation No. 13, Annex 4 (EEC, 2008).
The first objective was to understand the background to road vehicle braking,
including legislative requirements, temperature, pressure distributions, and
thermal deformation in different designs of ventilated or solid disc brakes, in
preparation for lightweight brake system design.
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The second objective was to investigate how a lightweight brake disc rotor
could be designed to meet defined levels of braking duty, whilst at the same
time meeting braking performance and legislation targets. Computer
modelling and simulation has been extensively used by researchers in the
field, in particular Finite Element Analysis (FEA), to model the generation of
frictional heat at the brake/pad interface, and subsequent transfer of the heat
by conduction, convection and radiation from these components. The reason
for the particular interest in the thermal and contact behaviour is because the
duty level of a brake is predominantly constrained by the thermal and
thermomechanical limits of the brake friction pair (Thuresson, 2000).
The third objective was to design and analyse a lightweight brake disc for a
RBS, and validate its performance and operating envelope (limitations) in
use. From this, potential weight savings could be estimated, and the
opportunities for ‘downsizing’ friction brakes for cars with regenerative
braking could be more accurately evaluated with consequent benefit to
manufacturers and users.
The contribution made by this research work to the field of vehicle braking is
twofold. Firstly, the friction brakes can be downsized on a car with
regenerative braking, but reducing the mass of the brake components
including the brake disc must consider temperatures, stresses, wear,
deformation and durability. Secondly the example developed in this research
illustrates that it is possible to reduce the brake disc mass by using a
lightweight solid disc. The thesis also presents a design approach for a
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lightweight brake disc based on mathematical and numerical (CAE) analysis
with than associated experimental investigation.

1.3 Structure of the thesis
This thesis consists of seven chapters summarised as follows; and the
summaries of FE models used in the research are also listed in Table 1.1:
Chapter One includes an introduction to brakes, the research objectives and
aims, and a guide to this thesis. Chapter Two presents a literature survey of
disc brake design and performance, regenerative braking, thermal aspects
and contact pressure consideration, modelling, simulation and analysis
methods. It identifies previous relevant works, identifies opportunities, and
allows the research approach and methodology to be established.
Chapter Three concentrates on regenerative braking theory and a brake
design method in preparation for designing lightweight brakes to be used for
regenerative braking.
Chapter Four describes the fundamentals of brake friction interface contact
and pressure analysis using FEA, and the modelling of contact pressure
between the pad and the disc at the brake friction interface. Also a design
procedure for a lightweight brake disc is developed and presented, which
includes the thermal analysis of a brake disc and a comparison of the
temperature distributions of ventilated and solid brake discs.
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Chapter Five presents the FEA of a prototype brake disc based on the
design concepts proposed in Chapter 3.
Chapter Six presents the methods and results of testing to validate the brake
performance, and temperature behaviour. The experimental setup for
determining the cooling of ventilated and solid brake discs is also presented
which enables the heat transfer coefficient from the exposed surface of a
brake rotor to be evaluated.
Chapter Seven summarises the results, and provides conclusions relating to
the research work. Opportunities for further research are also discussed in
this chapter.
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Table 1.1: Summaries of the FE models used in Chapters 4 and 5
No
1

Descriptions
Annular disc – Chapter 4
Do = 270 mm
Di = 200 mm
t = 10 mm

Material
Cast iron
ρ = 7050 kg/m3
E = 116 GPa
υ = 0.27

Standard solid disc –
Chapter 4
Do = 227 mm
Di = 127 mm
t = 11 mm
Standard ventilated
disc – Chapter 4
Do = 258 mm
Di = 143 mm
t = 22 mm
Prototype lightweight disc
– Chapter 4
Do = 260 mm
Di = 130 mm
t = 4.9 mm
2 prototype discs – Solid
stainless steel and cast iron
Do = 260 mm
Di = 130 mm
t = 4.9 mm

Cast iron
ρ = 7050 kg/m3
E = 116 GPa
υ = 0.27
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2 Models – external vents
stainless steel and
cast iron
Do = 260 mm
Di = 130 mm
t = 10 mm

Model Ss-D
Stainless steel
ρ = 7800 kg/m3
E = 200 GPa
υ = 0.29
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2 Models – Solid stainless
steel and cast iron
Do = 260 mm
Di = 130 mm
t = 6 mm

Model Ss-F
Stainless steel
ρ = 7800 kg/m3
E = 200 GPa
υ = 0.29
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2 Models – Solid stainless
steel and cast iron
Do = 260 mm
Di = 130 mm
t = 8 mm

Model Ss-H
Stainless steel
ρ = 7800 kg/m3
E = 200 GPa
υ = 0.29

2

3

4

5

Disc Models
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Cast iron
ρ = 7026 kg/m3
E = 116 GPa
υ = 0.27
Stainless steel
ρ = 7800 kg/m3
E = 200 GPa
υ = 0.29
Model Ss-A
Stainless steel
ρ = 7800 kg/m3
E = 200 GPa
υ = 0.29

Model Gi-B
Cast iron
ρ = 7026
kg/m3
E = 116 GPa
υ = 0.27
Model Gi-C
Cast iron
ρ = 7026
kg/m3
E = 116 GPa
υ = 0.27
Model Gi-E
Cast iron
ρ = 7026
kg/m3
E = 116 GPa
υ = 0.27
Model Gi-G
Cast iron
ρ = 7026
kg/m3
E = 116 GPa
υ = 0.27
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
The purpose of a brake system in a vehicle is to reduce speed, bring a
moving vehicle to halt, and to keep a halted vehicle stationary (Bosch, 2000).
The brake system must also meet the manufacturer’s design standards, the
users’ expectations and Regulations to provide maximum confidence that it
is safe to use in any condition. Vehicle brakes must also provide retardation
in a controllable manner with minimal environmental impact; modern vehicles
use the brakes not only for vehicle retardation but also for enhanced safety
through stability control, e.g. anti-lock braking (ABS), traction control (TCS),
brake assist (BAS), and electronic stability control (ESC). Because of all
these demands on the braking system, more than ever before the brakes
have to be extremely reliable and consistent under all user demands.
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Car accidents kill or seriously injure many people in the world (Goodland,
1994). Investigators have found that one of the reasons that an accident
occurs is that the driver is not able to stop the car in sufficiently short time or
in an emergency (Moriaty and Honnery, 1999). Grime, (1987) found that
improving the thermal performance of the brake disc could help to prevent
accidents because at high speed the brake pads become hotter because the
greater kinetic energy requires more heat dissipation. This extra heating
could cause brake fade, which reduces brake performance and braking
effectiveness.
The principle of friction brake operation is to convert the kinetic energy of the
vehicle into thermal energy by pressing two materials against each other in
sliding contact to develop friction between the two surfaces. Two main types
of brake design are commonly used on road vehicles: the drum brake and
the disc brake (Demers, 2008). The basic design of each has changed over
time including size, material, and weight of the brake to keep pace with the
kinetic energy of the vehicle that needs to be stopped.
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) emissions from road vehicles must be reduced by
50% to 80% (Commons, 2010). The corporate average CO2 emission of new
vehicles sold in the UK must be below 149.5 g/km (SMMT, 2010) and by
2012 the corporate average will have to be below 120g/km CO2 emission
(ACEA, 2009). Most new cars today use lightweight materials making them
more efficient than older cars. Electric cars, hybrid and hydrogen fuel cells
will play an increasingly important part in cutting CO2 emissions, these cars
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will be equipped with a RBS to improve the energy efficiency by recovering
braking energy that would otherwise be dissipated to the external
environment.
A regenerative braking system uses some form of power transmission and
conversion to recoup energy that is normally dissipated in friction brakes.
Many researchers have investigated combining electromagnetic regenerative
braking with friction braking to maximise the regenerative efficiency e.g.
(Graves, 2000).

2.2 Development of disc brakes
Bradbury and Parnell (1955) discussed the development of the disc brake
from 1902 to 1955. Since the disc brake design was patented by Lanchester
in 1902, the technology of disc brakes has grown rapidly. Early designs of
disc brake had a thin disc attached to the wheel hub. Small pads were
attached to clamping arms connected to a lever system which provided
braking force. The early brake discs did not work very well because of the
lack of suitable materials and the low efficiency of the control system and
mechanisms. The development of disc brakes was continued by Dunlop,
Lockheed and Girling and two types of disc brakes emerged, the ‘spot’ and
‘clutch’ type disc brakes. The ‘spot’ type disc brake has a central disc with
friction pads situated on either side covering approximately 1/10 of the disc
rubbing area. Lougheed substituted brake mechanical actuation with
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hydraulic actuation in 1922. In the 1950’s the superior performance of brakes
was demonstrated when a Jaguar XK120 with disc brakes won the Le Mans
24 hour race. The major limitation of drum brakes was overheating due to
limited cooling causing brake drum distortion, loss of friction in brake linings
and consequent brake fade (reduction of braking torque with increased brake
temperature). The original opposed piston disc brake was fixed directly to the
axle flange or knuckle, and the friction pads were forced by two or four
pistons on to each side of the disc.
Modern cars have a ventilated brake disc mounted on the front wheels and
either a disc or a drum brake mounted on the rear wheels, while high
performance cars always have front and rear disc brakes. Figure 2.1 shows
a ventilated disc brake used on the front wheels. The rotor is usually made
from cast iron and may be e.g. 260 mm outside diameter, with the disc
thickness between 20 mm – 22 mm. The pads are fitted in the caliper
(between two abutments) and are actuated by a piston located within the
caliper assembly (Blau, 2001). The caliper is a housing containing the
pistons and seals, springs and hydraulic fluid to force the pads against the
rotor. It is kept from rotating by bolting it to the steering knuckle. Modern car
disc brakes use sliding caliper designs as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: Ventilated disc brake

Figure 2.2: Cross section of a sliding caliper disc brake. Adapted from Roa et
al. (1989)

A typical brake disc is made from cast iron because it has a reliable
coefficient of friction and low wear when paired with most modern friction
materials. The rotor is attached to and rotates with the hub assembly as
shown in Figure 2.3. Usually solid disc brake rotors are used on lightweight
vehicles, and large cars and trucks generally use ventilated disc brake rotors.
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Figure 2.3: Ventilated disc attached to the hub assembly. Adapted from Puhn
(1985)

2.3 Brake performance
Sisman (1936) discussed braking performance and test methods for
determining brake performance, and identified five main factors to determine
a vehicle’s braking performance:
1. The coefficient of friction between the tyre and road surface,
2. The weight of the vehicle,
3. The physical effort of the driver,
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4. The actuating system,
5. The coefficient of friction of the friction pair.
Bradbury and Parnell (1955) investigated the characteristics of brake disc
rotor performance under extreme conditions. From their previous experience,
they stated that brake discs must have good conductivity, high resistance to
scoring and thermal crazing, good mechanical strength and consistent
friction characteristics.
Legislation relating to braking system performance is based on the ability of
a vehicle to stop in a certain distance and refers to the mean fully developed
deceleration (MFDD). The stopping distance is measured in relation to the
initial speed of the vehicle by measuring the MFDD during the test.
The vehicle’s tyres ultimately determine the stopping power of the vehicle for
minimum distance. The coefficient of adhesion between the tyre and the road
is the main factor. Braking performance is affected by the mass of the
vehicle, the transfer of weight from the rear to the front wheels under braking
(which is dependent on the height and position of the centre of gravity), the
wheelbase and the required deceleration.
The driver is the main contributor to any vehicle’s brake performance
because he/she defines the braking effort. The actuation system is the
means of transferring and proportioning the driver’s effort to the brakes. The
frictional performance of the brake friction pair is very complex to study
because two different materials are in high energy sliding contact. The
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essential feature demanded of any friction material is to maintain the friction
value constant at the desired value under the wide variety of conditions
which may exist in service. The friction pair must be resistant to wear and
have sufficient rigidity, machinability and ability to withstand heavy duty
braking.
Antanaitis and Rifici (2006) studied the effect of crossdrilling of brake rotors
in terms of its effect on brake cooling, brake output, brake fade, wet brake
torque output, and brake wear rates using dynamometer and on-vehicle
tests. They used three types of brake system to investigate the performance
of a ventilated disc brake rotor with and without crossdrilling. The first system
used aluminium calipers with a 17 inch wheel envelope car front brake and a
16 inch wheel envelope rear brake. The second system used a fixed caliper
with an 18 inch wheel envelope front and rear, and the third system used a
twin piston sliding aluminium caliper at the front and a single piston sliding
aluminium caliper at the rear. It was tested with a non-asbestos organic
(NAO) lining material. They found that by using crossdrilling the heat
rejection capability of the brake rotor increased by improving the airflow
through the vent area and by increasing the surface area.
A full scale experimental study of temperature distribution has been done by
Scott et al. (2006). The instrumentation included infrared thermocouples to
measure temperature, and transducers for pressure and pushrod travel, with
a multi-channel data acquisition system. The test route was modelled with
real simulation of the terrain, vehicle system, and driver input using the Brake
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Designer software (Roberts and Day, 2000). Parameters such as brake
component temperature, push-rod length, and brake torque variation could
be set and/or monitored throughout the simulation in term of brake fade
analysis and brake performance (Canova, 2000). The brake performance
results from the simulation had the potential to reduce early product
development time, reduce the risk of failure and increase product quality.

2.3.1

Service brake performance

The performance of a braking system is measured based on the stopping
distance and the MFDD (dm). The stopping distance, s (m) must not exceed
the following value for the hot performance test (EEC, 2008):
0.1

0.008

(2.1)

(where V is the vehicle speed in km/h)
The mean fully developed deceleration can be calculated according to the
following formula:

(2.2)

.

According to the EEC legislation, road vehicle must satisfy two types of tests;
Type-0 tests have two categories, engine disconnected and engine
connected, while Type-I tests include pedal force determination, hot
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performance (fade test) and recovery performance. The performance of a
braking system is tested under the condition shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Performance of service braking system. Adapted from Fasci
(2008)
Test-0 test with engine

V

100 km/h

disconnected

s

0.1Vo + 0.006Vo2 (m)

dm

6.43 m/s2

Type-0 test with engine

V

160 km/h

connected

s

0.1Vo + 0.0067Vo2 (m)

dm

5.76 m/s2

F

65-500 N

At the end of the Type-I test, the hot performance must not be less than 75%
of that prescribed (average temperature inside the brake linings or on the
braking path of a disc or drum is between 65°C and 100°C prior to any
application of the service braking system) which corresponds to a stopping
distance of 0.1V + 0.008V2 and a MFDD of 4.82 m/s2. In the case of vehicles
equipped with RBS, the requirements depend on the category of Type-I test.
The test must be conducted in accordance with Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Test-I (Fade Test). Adapted from Braking Regulation (2008)
Number of application, n
Speed, initial V1 (km/h)
Speed at release, V2 (km/h)
Cycle time, t (sec)
Deceleration, J (m/s2)
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ECE 2008
15
80% V1
50% V1
45
3

All passenger cars (certainly in Europe) are designed to provide braking
performance which is well in excess of the minimum requirements of the
Regulations describe here. There are many proprietary tests which evaluate
vehicle braking performance e.g. the AMS test which expects vehicle
deceleration of 0.85 g or above under very demanding repeated braking
events. Car manufacturers in Europe regard such tests as important because
they come to represent customer expectations.
Vallin (1968) wrote about how changes in brake regulations at the time not
only would affect the design and development of brake discs but also would
affect the project stages for selecting various components in the specification
to meet the new regulations. He made a comparison of the effects of disc
weight and cooling on temperatures during fade and found that doubling the
weight and cooling capacity of the brake disc could decrease the
temperature by almost 50% from the original brake design.

2.4

Braking Regulations

All vehicle manufacturers have to meet as a minimum Braking Regulations to
ensure that the vehicle meets braking safety standards. The Braking
Regulations define the key parameters of any braking system such as the
requirement for vehicles to be equipped with service braking, secondary
braking, park brake, and the technical provisions which must be met.
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European Regulations were established by the United Nations (UN) and later
by the European Union/European Economic Community (EEC). The
European Community (EC) Regulations present a common standard for
vehicle braking regarding safety and these regulations limit the sale and use
of the products concerned. Regulations issued by the EC concerning braking
include

Regulation 13

(R13)

for brake

systems,

Regulation

13-H

(harmonized with other countries’ regulations including the USA and Japan)
and Regulation 90 (R90) for aftermarket brake pads and linings (Breuer and
Bill, 2007). These apply to the categories of cars and buses (M), vans and
trucks (N) and trailers (O) (EEC, 2008).
Amendments to Braking Regulations R13 and R13-H which were released in
January 2008 (Breuer and Bill, 2007) included vehicles powered completely
by an electric motor and vehicles fitted with an electric RBS. A vehicle
equipped with a RBS falls into two categories, Category A and Category B.
Category A is a vehicle with electric regenerative braking separate from the
braking control system during braking, while Category B is a vehicle with an
RBS which contributes braking force generated with braking control during
braking. In each case the Regulation requires that the friction brakes meet a
prescribed performance level of braking safety without any contribution from
the RB in the event of RB failure. Therefore the FB must be designed to be
capable of achieving this level of braking performance.
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2.5 Brake cooling
There are many theories that have been presented in the published literature
to explain brake cooling by investigations of brake systems. In 1921 Von
Karman was the first researcher to investigate the flow of air over a disc
rotating in its own plane. He recognised the phenomenon of air flow through
the vanes of a disc when it is rotating, and noted that the flow created
tangential friction drag. An early experimental investigation of heat transfer
from a rotating disc by Cobb and Saunders (1955); presented the results
from experiments investigating heat transfer for a range of laminar and
turbulent flows based on Wagner’s (1948) results. The investigation proved
that the distribution of temperature and velocity on a rotating disc was
affected by the flow regime. Cobb and Saunders used the laminar condition
derived by Millaps and Pohlhausen (1952), and solved the theoretical
analysis numerically to find the mean heat transfer coefficient for the whole
disc. Limpert (1975) proposed an equation to calculate heat transfer
coefficient for solid disc and a ventilated disc which is shown below.
For Re ≤ 2.4 × 105
h = 0.7 (ka/Dd) Re0.55

(2.3)

h = 0.04 (ka/Dd) Re0.8

(2.4)

If Re > 2.4 × 105 then

The heat transfer coefficient inside the vanes of a ventilated disc was:
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.

Re

h = 0.023 1

.

Pr

.

k

(2.5)

The aim of Cobb and Saunders’ (1955) investigation was to obtain an
accurate experimental measurement of the heat transfer for a rotating disc,
over a range of speeds in laminar and turbulent conditions. The Prandtl
number is useful in defining the heat transfer problem of laminar or turbulent
boundary layer flows.
Newcomb and Millner (1965) studied the cooling rates of brake drums and
discs from tests on passenger cars and commercial vehicles. The results of
brake cooling versus time for the front brakes agreed with Newton’s Law of
cooling, with cooling being proportional to the vehicle’s forward speed. A plot
of log temperature versus time gave a straight line of slope b in s-1 units.
The quantity b , was termed the cooling rate at a particular speed v. Cobb
and Saunders (1955) suggested that the convective part of the coefficient
should be proportional to the speed factor, v0.8. Based on the theoretical
cooling of a free rotating cylinder, the cooling rate depended on disc or drum
geometry. From the equation developed by Anderson and Saunders (1953),
it was found that a linear relationship was obtained if bv were plotted against
v0.8.
bv = bo + v0.8
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(2.6)

Newcomb found that ventilated discs showed better cooling than solid discs,
and aluminium ventilated discs had better cooling than cast iron ventilated
disc as shown in Figure 2.4.

103 bv

.

× Conventional cast iron
Cast iron ventilated
Aluminium ventilated
__ Fan off
--- Fan on
rpm

Figure 2.4: Cooling rate versus speed. Adapted from Newcomb and Millner
(1965)

Anderson and Saunders (1953) estimated bv for a moving brake as
10 b

0.0821

0.00794

.
.

(2.7)

Table 2.3 shows the cooling rate of various brake drums and discs at low
speed as summarised by Ferodo (1968). Small-scale test apparatus was
used and the results indicated that the heat transfer rate increased with
speed (rev/min) to the 0.5 power. From their investigations of a stationary
brake, the brake could not be force-cooled, which suggested that bv was
dependent on rotational and speed on Ac (the area of drum or disc in contact
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with the hub), and the mass of the brake drum or disc. Cooling rate is also
known as cooling coefficient (referred as an index ‘10-3’) and was also
studied by Kubota et al. (2000) to find the cooling rate of a brake disc. They
investigated the cooling performance of a ventilated disc through
visualization experiment using a water tank. They used weight sensitivity of
cooling performance to design a lightweight ventilated disc; with the
proposed fins it showed improvement in heat transfer coefficient compared to
the base design.
Sakamoto (2004) derived a cooling rate parameter as 1/β = hA/Cpm from
Newton’s Law of cooling to design a brake disc. He also used this parameter
to estimate the maximum temperature of a brake disc after several cycles of
braking to rest. The experiments were conducted using three types of brake
discs; a disc of the original size, a modified disc, and a disc which had been
improved for thermal crack resistance. The results showed that the larger
cooling rate values produced greater cooling efficiency and lower maximum
temperatures.
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Table 2.3: Cooling rates of various brake drums and discs. Adapted from
Ferodo (1968)

Disc

Diameter,
Do
(mm)
260.35

Disc

152.40

1.95

0.0400

0.0072

3.27 + 0.120v0.8

Drum

228.60

5.35

0.0962

0.0091

1.45 + 0.076v0.8

Drum

215.90

2.20

0.0119

0.0119

2.55 + 0.074v0.8

Disc

246.40

3.76

0.0052

0.0052

1.22 + 0.070v0.8

Disc or
Drum

Mass, m
(kg)

A (m2)

Ac (m2)

103bv

3.08

0.0445

0.0043

1.20 + 0.079v0.8

Palmer et al. (2008) investigated different designs of geometry of the first row
of a pin-vented brake rotor using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The
pin-vented disc was a series of tear-drop and diamond sectioned columns
and pillars instead of radial vanes (Barigozzi et al., 2002). Tirovic (2007) also
developed a ventilated disc to optimise convective heat transfer with different
numbers of disc vanes using CFD. Heat transfer coefficient values vary from
520 W/m2K to 60 W/m2K depending on the velocity magnitude at the trailing
edge of each row of pin-vents, resulting in an average heat transfer
coefficient of 125 W/m2K. The maximum value of the heat transfer
coefficients was 168 W/m2K inside the disc vanes. For the majority of the
back-face area, the value were in the range between 80 and 50 W/m2K
(Galindo-Lopez and Tirovic, 2008).
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2.6 Regenerative braking
Regenerative braking can be used in conjunction with any form of energy
storage e.g. electric, hydraulic, mechanical, or compressed air. When a
vehicle with regenerative braking decelerates, a generator converts kinetic
energy into a form that can be stored, which would otherwise be lost as heat
from the conventional brake. In an EV, this would be converted to electricity
which is used to charge the battery as shown in Figure 2.5. Regenerative
braking is effective on a vehicle driving in heavy traffic, or in urban areas
where stop-and-go driving patterns could enable up to 50% of the total
energy dissipated in the brakes to be recovered (Gao et al., 1999).
Regenerative braking has to work alongside a conventional friction system
because the braking power in emergency braking is too high for a purely
regenerative system, primarily because of the limited energy transfer rate of
most energy storage devices. Regenerative braking also cannot be used
when the energy storage unit (e.g. battery) is fully charged, and for other
reasons e.g. when the battery is at a high temperature. At low vehicle speeds
regenerative braking could generate more braking torque if for example a
CVT was used to keep the generator at peak power; this would need to be
controlled to avoid poor braking ‘feel’ and possible vehicle instability. Gao et
al. (1999) investigated the effectiveness of regenerative braking for EV’s and
HEV’s focused on a normal urban driving scenario where deceleration level
is relatively small and regenerative braking is expected to work best. In urban
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driving cycles the average speeds are between 12 km/h and 50 km/h and the
braking power is relatively small, between 12 kW and 55 kW, so regenerative
braking can be expected to handle all or most of the available braking power.
From published simulation results, it has been shown that a significant
amount of energy can be recovered to evaluate the availability of braking
energy recovery Gao et al. (1999).

Figure 2.5: Regenerative braking in an HEV. Adapted from Toyota (2007)

Panagiotidis et al. (2000) discussed the development of a regenerative
braking model for a parallel HEV in MATLAB/SIMULINK/STATEFLOW for an
actual HEV control system. The results from system simulation using
ADVISOR were compared with a baseline regenerative braking model to
implement the new regenerative model for the prediction of fuel consumption
and emissions improvements.
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Britto et al. (2005) designed a new regenerative concept based on pneumatic
energy storage. Conventional RBSs consist of an electric motor with the
electric energy stored in a battery. They proposed a pneumatic power source
from a pressure vessel to supply a pneumatically driven actuator. A
mathematical model of the pneumatic regenerative brake was applied to a
theoretical urban bus system, and then the results were compared with and
without the regenerative brake. This showed that the proposed system did
reduce the energy consumption by approximately 2.5% during the period
investigated.
Wang and Zhuo (2008) proposed a regenerative torque distribution (RTD)
strategy and regenerative torque optimization (RTO) to improve the fuel
economy of HEV’s by calculating the amount of the actual regenerative
braking force from the demand of the front wheel braking force up to front
wheel lock. RTD is a system to communicate with the internal combustion
engine (ICE) control unit to limit fuel injection; when the accelerator was
released, the ICE limited or closed fuel injection immediately. To improve the
storage capability of ultracapacitors, the RTO strategy was implemented for
coasting using “emulated engine compression braking” (EECB) to charge the
ultracapacitor. This maximized the actual electric energy stored in the
ultracapacitors. The results of the investigation were analysed using a hybrid
electric

vehicle

simulation

model

MATLAB/SIMULINK/STATEFLOW.
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implemented

in

Wen-yong et al. (2008) designed a system to distribute braking into
regenerative braking torque and mechanical friction torque. This was a
method to give maximum use of kinetic energy recovery, which could be
applied to vehicles with EECB. The algorithm was based on regenerative
torque optimization to maximise the actual regenerative power, reducing the
thermal load and increasing the life-span of a front brake disc.
Peng et al. (2008) designed a combined braking control strategy based on a
new method of HEV braking torque distribution in which the hydraulic braking
system worked together with the RBS to meet the requirements of vehicle
braking performance, and maximised regenerated energy for a parallel HEV.
Hydraulic braking torque was adjusted by a logic threshold strategy, and a
fuzzy logic control strategy was used to adjust the regenerative braking
torque. The proposed braking control strategy was demonstrated by the
simulation using a low adhesion coefficient road (below 0.3) for emergency
braking.
Diego-Ayala et al. (2007) investigated the performance of a mechanical
energy storage system to replace electrochemical batteries in HEVs. The
system was developed using a high-speed flywheel for energy storage with a
fully mechanical transmission (Mechanical Hybrid Vehicle).
The Toyota (2007) hybrid vehicle brake system comprises both hydraulic
brakes and a RBS that benefits the vehicle’s drive to recharge the hybrid
vehicle battery. When the accelerator pedal is released, the hybrid vehicle
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ECU initiates regenerative braking, and the motor acts as a generator to
recharge the hybrid vehicle battery. Throughout this stage the hydraulic
brakes are not used, and up to 30% of the energy can be recovered. If the
regenerative or hydraulic braking system fails, the remaining system will still
work, albeit at reduced braking efficiency. In this situation, the brake system
warning light will illuminate.
Zhang, Lu et al. (2008) designed a serial regenerative braking system based
on a combination of a friction-based adjustable braking system. They tested
the performance of regenerative braking on a hardware in the loop (HIL) test
bed and on road test using a hybrid electric city bus with constant speed and
deceleration in every cycle. The results show that the series RBS on the test
bed and on the hybrid electric city bus had a high energy regenerative
efficiency of about 66.4%.
Braking energy consumption for hybrid vehicles has been investigated using
computer simulation to study the relationship between the available braking
energy from the front wheels to the total braking energy available in typical
urban driving cycles. The results showed that about 50% to 60% of braking
energy can be recovered by regenerative braking in urban driving (Ehsani et
al., 2009). Regenerative braking can recover about 45% of the total kinetic
energy for a city bus (Chicurel, 1999). At least 20% of the energy can be
saved by an electric vehicle in the U.S urban cycle FTP72 (Breuer and Bill,
2007). Up to 30% of overall traction energy can be saved during deceleration
on a hybrid heavy truck using city drive cycles (Walker et al., 2002). More
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than 80% of braking power can be saved (Andic, 2006), recovered and then
used to subsequently accelerate the load, thus saving additional power that
would be needed for regenerative braking purpose.
Laplante et al. (1995) found that an HEV can generate between 14% and
48% of extra braking power by using regenerative braking in the Federal
Urban Drive Cycle (FUDS), and 53% of extra braking power in Japan’s 10-15

mode (combination of five driving cycles for Japanese Driving Cycles). The
RBS and hydraulic friction brake (HFB) provide the total braking for the HEV.
A full EV has been used to evaluate the recoverable energy of regenerative
braking (Hartley et al., 2010); they used a Class N1 light commercial EV with
a DC electric motor power of 5.2 kW to drive the rear wheels. The
regenerative braking was managed by a controller through a transistorized
traction control. They calculated that the maximum energy recoverable from
regenerative braking was less than 7% which was very small. They
concluded that higher braking torque was needed with a brake pedal based
RBS in the EV.
Antanaitis (2010) agreed that a vehicle equipped with a RBS would have a
significant effect on friction braking in the form of reduced operating
temperatures and increased life of the friction material. But on top of that the
reduction in friction brake usage can worsen the problem of corrosion of the
disc friction surface and also can increase the risk of uneven off-brake wear.
His work involved a test vehicle of mass 1726 kg equipped with a
regenerative brake system ranging from 8 kW to 50 kW of maximum brake
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power using the Los Angeles City Traffic (LACT) schedule. Average
operating temperature of the friction brakes were significantly reduced to
120°C from 200°C with 50 kW regenerative brake power.

2.7 Thermal analysis of friction brakes
Newcomb (1959) investigated the transient temperatures reached in drum
brakes and discs brakes under constant deceleration during braking. The
results from transient temperature prediction at the surface of a disc brake
were compared for analytical and experimental methods; the Laplace
transform method was used to solve the analytical equations and an Infrared radiation pyrometer was used to measure temperature experimentally.
The results obtained from the investigations showed that analytical and
experimental temperature profiles were comparable.
After investigating the transient temperatures reached in a drum brake during
a single application, Newcomb (1960) investigated disc brakes. This involved
the same analysis to determine the transient temperatures during braking at
constant deceleration. Assumptions were made that the frictional heat flows
100% into the disc, and the results were validated by comparing with the
temperatures measured during single brake and repeated applications.
Newcomb (1960) compared temperature rise and heat generation in drum
brakes and disc brakes, and also compared cast iron drums and bimetallic
drums. From the investigation, the frictional transferred into heat a brake
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drum was found to be 4% less than that transferred into a brake disc during
single brake applications because more heat was absorbed by the drum
brake linings compared with the pads of a disc brake. His showed that, if λ =
td/(αt)1/2 ≥ 1.21, the transient surface temperature of the disc during a single
stop braking event can be calculated as:
2

.
.

k C

(2.8)

.

The maximum temperature at ts/2 is
0.53

.

k C

(2.9)

This temperature can be used to predict the yield or deformation of the brake
rotor material and potential damage due to high surface temperature (e.g.
hot spots) and also from thermal stresses induced by the high instantaneous
temperature gradient on the disc surface. A general equation of the
maximum surface compressive stress estimated for single stop braking was
deduced by Limpert (1972).
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Transient brake temperature distributions were calculated using a linear
analytical solution for finite hollow cylinders and adapted for practical use by
Fermér and Lundén (1991). The technique was applied to calculate the
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temperature distribution of brake discs, brake drums and block braked
railway wheels, and could be modified to include radiation which is important
in problems where high temperatures are involved.
A 2D thermal analysis of a ventilated disc brake was presented by Hwang et
al. (2007). He found that the prediction of brake disc temperatures using a
2D analysis produced satisfactory results compared to a conventional 3D
analysis. He used an axisymmetric FE model to simulate thermo-elastic
deformation of the disc with equivalent mechanical properties and compared
the results with experimental data. It was shown that the temperature
distribution could be effectively modelled through an axisymmetric transient
thermal analysis.
Kao and Richmond (1993) investigated the performance of friction material
under thermal and mechanical stress, which plays an important role in
determining the performance of brake disc rotors. Friction material must be
designed to be durable when braking from very high speeds in a short time,
and it also must have the characteristic to prevent the heat generated at the
interface between pad and disc surface from being conducted through it to
the caliper and axle and reaching the brake fluid. Their method used two
types of pad model; 3D and axisymmetric, and was validated using results
from an experimental test rig. Thermal stress in the pad and disc brake
assembly could cause material cracking at the ends of the pad along the
backplate interface.
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Woodward and Hodges (1993) made several experimental investigations to
measure brake noise and rotor surface temperature using advanced
equipment such as optical fibre and infra-red radiation. They found that the
surface temperature was high at the contact area during sliding, and this
caused the local area to expand.
Apte and Ravi (2006) established methods for the prediction of thermal
performance for solid and ventilated brake discs of existing designs and
applied this procedure to design new brake discs. They also predicted heat
transfer coefficients and temperature distributions and found that a
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation was difficult to perform during
the early design stages due to rapidly changing designs. Hence it was
necessary to define heat transfer parameters using non-CFD calculation and
they calculated heat flux and heat transfer coefficients using empirical
calculations based on analytical procedures described by Limpert (1992). A
solid finite element (FE) model of a disc brake including friction face, drum
face, hub, bolts and nuts was created using the ABAQUS FEA software.
Experimental fade test cycles were input to validate the results of
axisymmetric FE models, and the new methodology to predict thermal
analysis was claimed to help design better brake systems. Short
computational time and good results avoided the need for CFD analysis to
predict the heat transfer coefficient. The methodology can also be used for
analysis in brake drum design.
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Valvano and Lee (2000) proposed a technique to determine the thermal
distortion of a disc under transient or steady state conditions and thermal
stress. They determined the heat input and cooling characteristics of a brake
system using a PC-based computer, program and used the results to
analyse thermal distortion and stresses. The advantages of using a PCbased tool are its fast run-time and friendly user interface. This method could
be used as part of a brake design process to reduce unwanted thermal
distortion in future designs of brake disc.
Hwang et al. (2007) determined temperature distribution and thermal
distortions in a ventilated brake disc and compared 2D with 3D analysis.
They tried to reduce the computational time in 3D analysis by using an
axisymmetric finite element model with appropriate thermal boundary
conditions. A homogenization technique was used to give the equivalent
thermal properties and boundary conditions for the elements corresponding
to the vent holes.
Eisengräber et al. (1999) compared different methods for the determination
of the temperature of disc brakes using thermocouples (permanently fixed
and rubbing thermocouples), pyrometers and infrared thermoscanners (IR
thermoscanners) regarding their accuracy and suitability for specific test
procedure. The tests were conducted on a vehicle and showed that
permanently fixed thermocouples gave more accurate indication than
rubbing thermocouples of the temperatures on the disc surface. An IR
pyrometer directed at the friction surface only gave reliable results when the
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disc surface emissivity could be corrected (between 0.15 and 0.9). They
found that the IR thermoscanner was not suitable for the online
measurement of temperatures because of the difficulty of correcting for the
surface emissivity.
Talati and Jalalifar (2008) investigated heat transfer in a ventilated disc brake
rotor (straight radial vanes rounded (SRV-R) rotor with 39 vanes as shown in
Figure 2.6. The research concentrated on the calculation of frictional heat
generation using two models; macroscopic and microscopic. For the
microscopic model, two types of thermal contact were analysed viz. perfect
and imperfect contact. Perfect contact considered equal surface temperature
of the disc and the pad while imperfect contact considered heat resistance
between the disc and the pad. From Newton’s law of cooling it can be
concluded that in order to maximise heat transfer from the rotor and to keep
the rotor surface temperature to a low value, the value of the heat transfer
coefficient and/or the rotor surface area must be increased. This can be done
by using an internally ventilated rotor which will increase both surface area
and heat transfer coefficient due to forced convection created by internal
flow.
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Figure 2.6: Ventilated disc with SRV-R rotor with 39 vanes. Adapted from
Talati and Jalalifar (2008)

(Hwang et al., 2008) applied a moving heat source on the friction surface of a
fixed brake disc to determine temperature distribution, thermal distortion, and
thermal stress in a three-dimensional model of a solid disc for repeated
braking. The objective of this model was to reduce simulation time in
repeated brake operations. The temperature distribution results were
approximately axisymmetric.
Thermal loading is important in a successful brake design but it is difficult to
predict accurately (Tirovic and Sarwar, 2001) because braking friction
creates thermoelastic instability including heat generation, local thermal
expansion, pressure distribution and wear. The surface heat transfer
coefficient at the rotor surfaces were calculated using a brake-in-vehicle CFD
(Sun, 2006) before running the thermal model in ABAQUS.
Finite element analysis (FEA) based on the finite element method (FEM) is a
computational engineering analysis method which has been widely used for
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many years in many different engineering applications involving heat
transfer, stress analysis, fluid flow and other complicated physical problems
(Moaveni, 2003). Brake analysis can be performed using FE modelling in
order to provide efficient, accurate modelling of component geometry,
material properties and boundary conditions. Tirovic and Sarwar (2001) have
shown that the modelling of brake using FE has many possibilities for
investigating

thermomechanical

analysis.

Many

researchers

have

demonstrated that FEA is a powerful design tool for automotive brakes,
aircraft brakes and railway disc brakes (Inoue, 1986; Tirovic, 1998; Kao et al.
1994; Kennedy and Ling, 1974; Oder et al. 2009; Reibenschuh et al. 2009).
FEA can be used to calculate transient temperature distributions in order to
predict thermally induced stresses. For an isotropic material with no internal
heat generation, the governing equations for 3D heat conduction equation
under transient conditions in Cartesian and Cylindrical coordinate systems
are as follows:
k

k

k

(2.11)

k

k

(2.12)

Equations (2.11) and (2.12) can be solved if the geometry of the solid and its
material properties and boundary conditions are known. The heat conduction
in any direction within the material is governed by Fourier’s law of heat
conduction:
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(2.13)
Transient thermal analysis requires material properties which include thermal
conductivity, specific heat and density. An isotropic material has the same
properties in every direction (Cengel, 2002). The boundary conditions are
specified by the heat flux entering the model and dissipated from the model
by convection or radiation. The initial conditions are specified by the initial
nodal temperature value. The heat transfer rate of convection for the disc or
drum brake dominates the cooling process specified by Newton’s law of
cooling:
(2.14)
The convective surface heat transfer coefficient, h (also known as the film
conductance) is related to the overall temperature difference between the
surface and ambient, and to the surface area (Holman, 1972). For most
situations, the heat transfer coefficient must be determined experimentally
(Chapter 6). The nodal temperature is calculated in the FE model at any
particular time by specifying the time-step and the total period of simulation
time. Convection is considered to be the most significant mechanism by
which disc brakes dissipate heat energy. The faster the wheel rotates
the greater the effective convective heat transfer becomes (Tirovic, 2008).
Additionally, equation (2.15) shows that at high temperatures, radiation is the
largest effective form of heat dissipation (Parish and MacManus,
2005). Since the temperature term in Equation (2.15) is of the fourth degree,
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its

effect

is

very

strongly

dependent

on

surface

temperature

difference. However, the disadvantage of radiative heat dissipation is that
heat can be radiated back to the brake system so the designer must consider
this carefully. Heat transfer through radiation is calculated from the StefanBoltzman law as:
σ

(2.15)

Although more complex models do not necessarily give more accurate
results, the use of three-dimensional full disc and pad assembly models can
give more realistic results e.g. with fully coupled analyses including the
effects of thermoelastic instability and thermal contact resistance (TCR)
compared with two-dimensional models disc and simple analysis, i.e. elastic,
linear with uniform heat input. Table 2.4 shows three criteria for
thermomechanical FE disc brake analysis to differentiate between 3D and
2D models (Tirovic and Sarwar, 2001).
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Table 2.4: Types of disc brake thermomechanical analysis. Adapted from
Tirovic and Sarwar (2001)
Classification criteria
Portion of the friction couple Type
of
FE
Heat input modelling
modelled
analysis
Elastoplastic

Three-dimensional:
Disc and pad
Disc only
Pad only
Disc segment

Elastic:
Fully coupled
Sequentially
coupled
Non-linear
Linear

Thermoelastic instability:
Including TCR*
Excluding TCR*

Non-uniform
Uniform

Two-dimensional axisymmetric:
Disc and pad
Disc only
Two-dimensional:
Pad only
*Thermal contact resistance

2.8 Contact pressure
Investigations by Harding and Wintle (1978) applied finite element analysis
with experimental verification to study the effects of disc brake pad
compression, load distributions and backplate rigidity. The compressibility of
the friction materials was found to be one of the major factors affecting the
pressure distribution at the friction interface. The performance of a disc brake
is affected by the nature of the contact and pressure distribution at the
interface between the friction material pad and the disc rotor in terms of
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torque, temperature distribution and wear. These types of problems have
been studied e.g. by Tirovic and Day (1991) who concluded that the interface
pressure between the pad and rotor even in full contact is not necessarily
uniform. They used three types of compressibility; 300 MPa, 1500 MPa and
10000 MPa, and three thicknesses of backplate; 4 mm, 5 mm and 6 mm to
investigate the effect of friction material on the interface pressure by finite
element analysis. 233 solid elements of eight-noded brick and six-noded
wedge type were used with a total of 408 nodes in a three dimensional
model of the complete pad and backplate assembly. For a friction material
compressibility value of 300 MPa, the pressure distributions were much more
uniform than for compressibility values of 1500 MPa and 10000 MPa.
Day et al. (1991) discussed thermal effects on interface pressure
distributions using the FEM in terms of bulk thermal effects and macroscopic
thermal effects. Bulk thermal effects included thermal expansion, wear and
coefficient of friction, and macroscopic thermal effects included hot spots,
bending and rotor surface damage. These were investigated relating to the
thermal effects of interface pressure distribution at the brake friction
interface. Disc brake coning occurred during braking and was affected by the
temperature distribution. A two dimensional axisymmetric FE analysis was
used to predict temperature distributions over a four second braking
application. At the end of braking the maximum temperature recorded was
200°C with a maximum displacement of almost 0.2 mm as shown in Figure
2.7. Friction interface temperatures were affected by the interface pressure
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distribution. It was possible to reduce temperature variation across the
friction interface by encouraging a uniform pressure distribution by careful
design of brake components under all conditions and duty levels.

Figure 2.7: Two dimensional disc distortion. Adapted from Day et al. (1991)

Samie and Sheridan (1990) compared the results of pad/rotor pressure
distributions from FEA and experimental data to get better a understanding
for guidelines in designing a caliper. Pressure distributions were calculated
numerically using the free boundary problem method and the results were
validated experimentally using pressure sensitive paper.

2.9 Lightweight brakes
Many researchers have concentrated on thermal aspects, pressure
distributions, brake squeal and pad wear in brake system research (Day et
al., 1991) and (Bakar, 2005) while only a few researchers have published
work relating to lightweight brakes e.g. the friction brake caliper (Sergent and
Tirovic, 2009).

Tirovic and Sergent (2010) discussed how to reduce
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unsprung vehicle mass by reducing the mass of a sliding caliper to the
minimum possible. They analysed loading, stresses and deformation on the
caliper structural design and optimised it using FE modelling and Topology
optimisation (Altair’s OPTISTRUCT). A prototype caliper body made of
aluminium alloy was fabricated with the mass reduced from 2.07 kg to 1.51
kg (30% mass reduction) and a better deflection distribution of 3.5% lower
pedal travel was predicted.
In order to reduce unsprung vehicle mass, it is possible to design lighter
brake discs as well as lighter calipers as discussed by Tirovic and Sergent
(2010). The design of lightweight brake discs has been most studied in the
context of motorcycle friction brakes.

2.9.1

Motorcycle brake discs

Itoh and Aono (1991) discussed the design and development of lightweight
brake discs for motorcycles. The motorcycle disc brake was first
commercially developed in 1969 (Breuer and Bill, 2007) and since then the
trends have generally concentrated on weight reduction and friction material
improvement.

Progress has been made on lightweight disc motorcycle

brakes using a carbon/magnesium forging for a total weight reduction of 1.37
kg. It was found that the performance of brakes using advanced lightweight
materials could be very competitive, but the design was too expensive for
normal use. Stainless steel is a desirable material for motorcycle brake discs
because of its resistance to corrosion, and many researchers such as
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Boniardi et al. (2006) have investigated the lifespan of stainless steel brake
discs. They found that small cracks can occur after a few thousand miles of
use, usually located near to the fixing holes on the flange. The cracks were
found to be caused by thermal cyclic strain during brake action. Boniardi
used two types of brake discs made from martensitic stainless steel; each
disc had a different chemical composition (type A and type B discs) and they
were assessed against the AISI 410 standard (Boniardi et al., 2006). The
results showed that the life of this type of brake disc depended upon the
position of any holes, the shape of the spokes and the material properties at
high temperature. The cracks that were found had possibly developed from
the excessive tempering of martensite at high working temperature. The type
A disc, which contained greater amounts of vanadium and molybdenum, was
found to be preferable because it was more resistant to high temperatures.
A predictive method was proposed by Yuaza et al. (2005) for crack initiation
in motorcycle brake discs under extreme braking conditions. The tests were
conducted at a constant braking torque using one-piece brake discs made of
martensitic stainless steel (SUS410DB). These brake discs had several
ventilation holes to dissipate heat and to refresh the pad surface from
extreme high temperature. Temperature distributions were measured using
thermocouples placed on the locations where the disc temperature was
highest. Strain gauges were located at fixing holes to measure changes
where cracks were expected to initiate. A method to predict the fatigue life of
a disc was proposed by Ichikawa and Zako (1985) using an S-N curve to find
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the structural damage under cyclic loading. From Miner’s law they calculated
the damage at each strain level, di = ni / Ni, where ni is the number of loading
cycles and Ni is the number of cycles to failure at the applied strain. The
results agreed reasonably well with the measured experimental life.
Katsuhisa et al. (2008) developed a low carbon martensitic stainless steel
(JEF410DB-ER) with higher heat resistance and corrosion resistance
compared with conventional steel (SUS420JI) for motorcycle disc. By
controlling the precipitation morphology of carbonitrides in the steel in the
tempering process, they produced high heat resistant steel capable of
maintaining hardness over a long period of time and which had excellent
resistance to temperature softening at 500°C compared with conventional
steels.

2.10 Brake design methods
The main parameters to be considered in brake design are related to the
vehicle dimensions and the wheel size. A brake designer has to think about
many issues regarding the design requirements and also the understanding
of any potential problem during the design process. The design requirements
were described by Breuer and Bill (2007) and include temperature behaviour,
design space, clamping force, deformation/deflection and weight. Curry
(2008) explained brake design in detail, including the disc, starting with
energy management in selecting brake size and how to reduce the weight of
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brake by using the “bucket and hole” analogy. Curry’s method for
determining the brake disc size includes;
1. Benchmarking against the industry and current vehicle.
2. Single stop temperature rise calculation.
3. Fade and Alpine descent prediction.
4. Sizing by packaging constraint.
Okamura and Yumoto (2006) studied the practical procedure of designing
thermally robust brake discs using computer aided engineering (CAE) which
is FEA. Their design procedure consisted of three steps; the first was
literature review to describe the mechanism of brake judder and the effect of
thermal deformation, and the disc thermal behaviour including coning.
Secondly they used experimental results to confirm the basic configurations
of brake discs in terms of thermal behaviour, comparing the results with FEA
simulation. Finally they proposed a design strategy for developing thermally
stable brake discs and carried out FEA experiments based on design of
experiments using the Taguchi method.
Grieve et al. (1997) designed a lightweight automotive brake disc using FEM
and the Taguchi method to select suitable design parameters and material
properties. FEM was used to predict the peak disc temperature for both cast
iron and aluminium metal matrix brake disc in Alpine descent and high-speed
stops (autobahn). The results were used to compare the minimum disc
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temperature during braking using the Taguchi method and then to define a
suitable design for a new lightweight front brake disc to be used on small to
medium passenger vehicles.
As previously stated (Section 2.2) the conventional design for a front brake
disc for a passenger car is a ventilated disc made from cast iron. Automotive
manufacturers are developing new hybrid car models and the prospects
using lightweight components to increase their efficiency and performance
may include replacing conventional cast iron brake rotors with lightweight
brake rotors. Lighter materials such as an aluminium metal matrix composite
(Al-MMC) have been investigated but such materials are not best suited for
brake rotors in passenger cars because of the low maximum operating
temperature (MOT) and high cost. So the focus in this thesis is on lighter
brake disc designs using more conventional materials.

2.11 Chapter summary
From the literature reviewed, it has been found that most researchers have
concentrated on thermal analysis for the design of lightweight disc brake
rotors in terms of design maximum duty levels at 100% kinetic energy
dissipation. There are three methods available to investigate the thermal
behaviour of a disc brake rotor; the first is through experimental methods, the
second is through analytical methods and the third is through numerical
methods. Experimental methods can provide a real-life measured data but
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are very expensive and time consuming. Analytical methods are less
expensive but the results may not be very representative because of the
necessary simplification. Numerical modelling methods are therefore the best
way of predicting real-life performance and behaviour of friction brakes.
Theories of brake cooling have been investigated exhaustively in terms of
heat transfer during repeated braking. The convective heat transfer, h has
been derived from analysis using the Nusselt number and the Reynolds
number. Newton’s law of cooling has been used to determine the cooling
rates of a disc and drum brakes at different speeds. It is possible that a
higher conductivity material such as aluminium could be better for brake disc
cooling than e.g. cast iron, however, the ability of such materials to withstand
the thermal and mechanical loads on the brake is in doubt. Understanding
heat transfer mechanisms in brakes will provide information on how a
lightweight brake could work alongside a RBS.
The working limitations of small brakes have been discussed in terms of
reduction of vehicle mass using lightweight components. Cast iron is the best
conventional material to use in disc brake rotors but is heavy. It has a good
volumetric heat capacity due to its high density and conductivity, low thermal
expansion and the maximum operating temperature (MOT) is over 600°C
(Curry, 2008). Lightweight material technologies, whilst unsuitable for
maximum braking duties in friction braking, may be suitable for emergency
braking at lower duties. For example, aluminium metal matrix composite (Al-
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MMC) brake discs offer weight advantages compared with cast iron for
passenger cars but has low MOT at 400°C (Barton, 2008).
Although cast iron brake discs are heavy, they are low cost and thus there
are strong incentives to reduce disc weight by new designs of smaller cast
iron disc brake. Small brake discs will run at higher temperatures than large
discs for the same energy input, and this may cause increased damage,
reduced life and reduced performance and/or stability e.g. brake fade.
For passenger cars with regenerative braking the maximum braking power
that can be routed through the RBS is normally between 12 kW and 55 kW
for normal driving on urban roads depending on the design of the car.
Researchers have predicted by simulation that on average nearly half the
braking energy could be recovered from different types of drive cycle. This
confirms that friction braking duty would be reduced with RBS in passenger
cars and hence the design requirement for a lightweight brake is the main
criterion in this research. The design requirement also includes the
performance with features such as crossdrilling of the brake rotor to improve
cooling, fade, and wear.

2.12 Approach and methodology
The approach taken in this research was to use analytical and
modelling/simulation techniques to predict operating parameters in different
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designs of brake disc, and comparing/validating the predictions with
experimental data obtained using a test car on a chassis dynamometer.
The methodology adopted was based on numerical analysis and associated
experimental work to investigate temperature profiles and contact pressure
distributions of the brake disc/pad interface under different duty levels in
operation, e.g. actuation force, and vehicle speed, and friction coefficient. 3D
models of actual ventilated and solid brake discs were analysed to predict
the temperature and pressure distributions using obtained experimental data
for validation. Heat transfer from the brake disc/pad interface through the
brake assembly to the environment was investigated using a combination of
analysis, FEA, and experiment. Temperature distributions in ventilated and
solid brake discs were predicted and thermomechanical stresses and
deformations were predicted and compared with measured data.
The amount of energy recuperation on passenger cars equipped with RBS
was investigated in order to obtain the braking duty design levels for
lightweight brake discs.
The Finite Element method was used to investigate temperature distributions
in ventilated and solid brake discs under defined brake operating conditions
using the ABAQUS FEA software which is well established in the analysis of
brakes involving thermal effects and contact pressure analysis. The
predictions were verified experimentally using experimental facilities
including a vehicle chassis dynamometer.
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CHAPTER 3

BRAKING THEORY AND MULTI-MODE
BRAKE SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1. Introduction
The primary focus of this chapter is to introduce the fundamentals of braking
for a road vehicle and to understand the challenges of multi-mode brake
system design and operation (friction braking combined with regenerative
braking) as it relates to the friction brakes fitted to a vehicle equipped with
regenerative braking. The chapter leads on to propose a methodology for
lightweight brake disc design which in turn leads to the design analysis using
FEM presented in Chapter 4 (validation section) and Chapter 5 (engineering
analysis section).
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3.2. Principles of brake dynamics

3.2.1

Brake system design and operation

Deceleration of any road vehicle causes it to dip at the front because of
weight transfer from the dynamic effects of braking (Day, 2008).

P/g × J = P × z

P

T2

T1

N1

N2

Figure 3.1: Dynamic braking. Adapted from Day (2008)

According to Newton’s second law:
Total brake force = Mass × Deceleration = P.J/g = P.z
With the condition of all wheels simultaneously approaching the point of
locking,
P.z = k.P so z = k
Where k is the adhesion coefficient normally taken as the maximum ratio of
braking force to dynamic wheel load at the tyre/road interface.
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Brake force distribution or braking distribution ratio must take into account of
weight transfer during braking; in order that all wheels shall be on the point of
locking simultaneously, the braking force at each wheel must be in proportion
to the load being carried.
Given that Tn = Xn.P.z, where X1 + X2 = 1

Braking distribution (front/rear) =

3.2.2

B

=

B

=

Wheel braking force

The wheel braking behaviour depends upon the relationship between the
brake pedal force (the ‘Driver demand’) and the pressure developed in the
master cylinder. The total braking force of a vehicle is essentially proportional
to the master cylinder pressure, and deceleration of the vehicle depends on
for the distribution between front and rear wheels.

3.2.3

Limit of braking force

The maximum friction braking force applied to the road wheel of a vehicle, T1
must be less than or equal to the product of the wheel normal force, N1 and
the coefficient of adhesion between the tyre and the road (k), for the front
wheels of a vehicle (considered as the ‘bicycle’ model (Gillespie, 1992)).
T1 ≤ k N1
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(3.1)

Consideration of vehicle weight during deceleration means that the braking
force at the front wheels when the wheels are about to lock, can be written
as (Marshall, 2010).
T1 = (

. .

)k

(3.2)

This is twice the braking force generated by each wheel on the front axle.
The same consideration applies to any wheel of the vehicle; the front wheel
is considered here because vehicle braking stability is calculated on front
wheel lock precedence at all times. The total braking force of the vehicle is
the sum of all the braking forces at each road wheel, for a full analysis of this
refer to Day (2008).
The demand of friction braking of a road vehicle is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Braking energy distribution over a range of vehicle speeds on the Federal
Test Procedure (FTP) urban driving cycle shows for example that about 16%
of the braking energy is dissipated at an average speed of 30 km/h (Ehsani
et al., 2009).

For normal braking conditions most energy is dissipated

between 25 km/h and 40 km/h which means that vehicle speeds over 50
km/h may be ignored because brake applications above this speed are less
frequent. This leads to a mixed-mode braking strategy which focuses on
lower speed, lower duty applications for energy recuperation.
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Figure 3.2: Braking energy distribution over vehicle speed. Adapted from
Ehsani et al. (2009)

3.3. Regenerative braking
The recuperation of braking energy through RBS offers strong potential for
fuel saving and helps to reduce CO2 emissions when driving. Typically a
motor generator (M/G) in the powertrain system with a controller is used to
transform kinetic energy to a storable form during braking which is then used
to provide additional drive torque to supplement the driving power of the
combustion engine during acceleration over a period that is restricted only by
the level of energy stored.
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3.3.1

Regenerative braking force distribution (RBFD)

The retarding force of a car with regenerative braking during braking is
provided by a combination of friction brakes (FB) and regenerative braking
(RB). During the braking phase, the RBS may create retarding torque via e.g.
an electric motor or a flywheel to slow down the vehicle. Depending on the
vehicle’s braking control strategy, the FB may be activated when higher
deceleration is required which is above the torque/power capacity of the
generator (Figure 3.3), or when no more energy can be stored (e.g. when the
batteries are full), or when vehicle stability concerns trigger brake
intervention e.g. ABS.

Braking force ratio to the vehicle weight

Total braking force on front
wheel

FB
RBS
Deceleration, g
Figure 3.3: Friction and Regenerative Braking force distribution. Adapted
from Ehsani et al. (2010)
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3.3.2

Regenerative braking torque (RBT)

The braking force generated at any road wheel is the result of a retarding
torque applied to the wheel. This torque can be generated in any number of
ways, e.g. friction brake, engine over-run braking, parasitic drag from
bearings etc., and regenerative braking.

τbd = τfb + τorb + τp + τreg

(3.3)

Regenerative braking is designed to recoup the kinetic energy of the vehicle
while all other types of retarding torque generation dissipate the kinetic
energy as heat. Therefore an important feature of RB is that the braking
force at each wheel has two distinct main components, from the friction
braking torque (τbd) and from the RB torque (τreg). This means that the RBS
can effectively take the work off the friction brakes which in turn leads to the
purpose of the research presented in this thesis.
In an emergency situation the regenerative braking from an electric M/G may
be unable to supply enough torque for the required deceleration, and has to
be operated together with the FB to give the required braking force. The
available regenerative braking force, Freg applied to the front wheels can be
written (Ehsani et al., 2009) as

Freg =

(3.4)
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In the case of an electric M/G in the RBS, the maximum torque that an
electric M/G can generate depends upon how powerful the electric M/G is,
and may be further limited by the power that can be transferred to the
battery. It can be assumed that the maximum M/G power is equal to the
nominal motor power as this means that the M/G and electric storage system
will be operating within safe limits. An electric motor regenerative braking
torque can therefore be calculated as (Ehsani et al., 2009)

_

.

,N

/

,N

/

(3.5)

The condition for the speed being less than 1500 rev/min is applied as this
reflects that the full power capacity of the M/G can be used above
approximately 1500 rev/min, with an approximately linear rise in power below
this level (equal to a constant motor torque) (Ehsani et al., 2009).
Figure 3.4 shows the torque rating is higher for a 50 kW M/G compared to 20
kW and 10 kW of M/G, i.e. more powerful electric M/G allow more brake
torque than lower power M/G. At the low-speed region, the M/G has a
constant torque. In the high region, the M/G has a constant power for a 50
kW, 20 kW and 10 kW of M/G as shown in Figure 3.4. The magnitude of RB
torque also depends on battery storage capacity (Yeo and Kim, 2002). The
Toyota Prius (ICONIC 2004-2009) model uses a 30 kW M/G in its RBS; the
next generation will have a 60 kW M/G in 2010 (Toyota, 2009).
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Figure 3.4: Regenerative braking M/G torque,

τ

reg

and power comparisons.

Adapted from Ehsani et al. (2003)

If the required braking torque, τbra is less than the available M/G torque, τreg,
the wheel could achieve 100% regenerative braking (τreg ≥ τbra). If τreg < τbra, a
combination of regenerative and FB is required. If the regenerative braking
energy storage device is full then only FB can be used. Under emergency
braking the required vehicle deceleration is likely to be higher than what the
RBS can provide alone, so the friction braking must work together with the
regenerative braking (τreg < τbra), or alone if the regenerative braking storage
system is full. Additionally, the braking force distribution between the wheels
of the vehicle must satisfy vehicle stability criteria i.e. without wheel lock, and
the distribution of braking forces to the front and rear wheels must be
considered e.g. through electric stability control (ESC). In this case the
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vehicle braking strategy might be to disable regenerative braking and rely
upon FB alone.
The actual front wheel braking torque, τbra_ac for a vehicle fitted with
regenerative braking at the front wheels is calculated from

τbra_ac = τf ac + τEMreg

(3.6)

Figure 3.5: Regenerative braking of motor generator

The contribution that an electric RBS can give varies over the speed range.
The characteristic of different M/G performance was calculated and the result
in Figure 3.5 shows that a 60 kW M/G produces higher torque at lower
speeds. RBS design must therefore specify the operating point of the M/G to
maximise regenerative power recuperation during braking.
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The configuration of the braking system of a parallel hybrid car is similar to a
conventional braking system which uses a hydraulic or pneumatic actuator to
deliver braking force (Ehsani et al., 2009). This configuration, as shown in
Figure 3.6, has all the major components of conventional brakes with the
addition of an electric motor at the front axle. To achieve a useful range of
regenerative braking torque from the M/G, the gear ratio of the M/G must be
varied. This can be achieved by using a CVT as indicated in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.6: Parallel hybrid brake system. Adapted from Ehsani et al.(2009)
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Table 3.1: CVT Gear ratios for peak power used in simulations
Gear ratio, ig

15 km/h, 0.15g

30 km/h, 0.15g

60 km/h, 0.4g

Lower

1.53

0.76

0.38

Higher

7.64

3.82

1.91

3.3.3

Electric M/G for a parallel hybrid braking system

Calculations of the RBT based on a small passenger car of mass 1495 kg
assuming that the friction brakes have a fixed ratio (X1= 0.8 and X2= 0.2) of
braking force distribution on the front and rear wheels have been made for
different sizes (power) of M/G to investigate how they affect regenerative
braking in a passenger car. The calculation was programmed using
MATLAB, see Figure 3.10 for the RBT calculation flowchart. The program
simulates a vehicle with RBS to calculate available regenerative braking
force for a different M/G power, Appendix A shows the detailed of the
simulation program. Figure 3.7 shows the torque available from regenerative
braking at low speed (15 km/h) for a range of motor powers (using gear
ratios to maintain the motor at maximum power generation) as shown in
Table 3.2. The torque is also expressed as a percentage of required front
wheel torque. Where this torque exceeds 100% the regenerative braking
must reduce the braking torque either by lower gearing or by limiting current
flow from the M/G. When the available regenerative torque is below 100%,
the friction brake must be operated to supply the difference. Figures 3.8 and
3.9 show the corresponding results for 30 km/h and 60 km/h. The
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regenerative system is seen to provide less of the torque, and thus is able to
regenerate less of the braking power from higher speeds.

Figure 3.7: Friction braking energy recuperation potential for different M/G
sizes (single stop braking for vehicle speed 15 km/h, 0.15 g)

Figure 3.8: Friction braking energy recuperation potential for different M/G
sizes (single stop braking for vehicle speed 30 km/h, 0.15 g)
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Figure 3.9: Friction braking energy recuperation potential for different M/G
sizes (single stop braking for vehicle speed 60 km/h, 0.4 g)

From these graphs it can be seen that at 15 km/h the available regenerative
braking torque produced by higher power motors (60 kW) must be limited
because the regenerative torque is higher than the demanded braking
torque, which would result in more deceleration than required. It could also
result in the adhesion utilisation limit being exceeded at the front or rear
wheels (f1, f2) leading to wheel lock (see Marshall (2010) for an explanation of
adhesion utilisation). The proportion of braking torque that the regenerative
braking can provide varies depending on the vehicle speed and motor power.
In this study the results shown in Figure 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 indicate that a 40
kW electric motor could recover from 30% up to about 45% of the total
braking energy in single stop braking from 60 km/h depending on the system
efficiency.
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The calculations above provide a basis indication of electric M/G sizes for
designing a RBS to recuperate maximum braking energy from the front
wheels. The power capacity of the electric M/G is usually not sufficient to
handle the large braking power when braking from high speeds, or at high
deceleration (Hoffman and Druten, 2004). The electric M/G can provide up to
its maximum braking torque and the friction braking has to provide the
remaining braking force demand. It has been shown (Ehsani et al., 2009)
that when the vehicle deceleration is less than 0.4 g at low speeds, the
electric motor itself can provide all the required brake torque and no FB is
needed. However, when the required braking deceleration is higher than 0.4
g the required braking torque for the front wheels is greater than the electric
M/G can provide. In this case the FB has to apply additional braking force to
achieve the required vehicle deceleration.
From the calculated results shown here, the use of regenerative braking in
cars could allow the braking energy dissipated by friction braking at the front
wheels to be reduced between 30% and 45%. This shows that using
regenerative braking in passenger cars gives a lower duty requirement to the
friction brake, and the use of a lower duty FB system with potential weight
saving is possible.
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Regenerative

τEMreg
Driver pedal input/force
applied to the brake pedal

torque

motor,

τEMreg = Power*60/2*pi*N
Regenerative torque, τreg
τreg = ig*τEMreg*η
i = gear ratio, η = 0.9

Braking force, FB

FB = 4*(p-pt)*A*μ*reff/Rr

YES

Regenerative force, Fr
Fr = τreg/Rr
Rr = 0.3m
NO

FB > F r

Both Regenerative
+
Friction braking

Regenerative only

pf = 0

Calculate brake force
demand, Fbd
Fbd = FB+Fr

Regenerative torque
for τr

Calculate pressure, ph
ph = (p-pt)-pr

τbd = τr

Calculate τbd from
τbd = τbra + τr

Figure 3.10: Flowchart of regenerative braking used in calculation. Adapted
from Ehsani et al.(2009)
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3.4. Braking energy in urban driving
Driving in an urban area or in city traffic can dissipate a large amount of
energy from braking; even though the average speed may be low, the
frequency of braking application is high. A car with RB based on a 30 kW
electric M/G similar to the Toyota Prius. The maximum weights and speed of
Toyota Prius is 1300 kg and 170 km/h was modelled to demonstrate the
energies involved and their variation with vehicle speed and deceleration rate
during typical urban driving cycles. The software package ADVISOR was
used for the modelling which allowed fuel economy, performance and
emissions to be predicted (Markel et al., 2002) over 6 urban driving cycles:
ECE, NEDC, INDIA URBAN, UDDS and FTP. Table 3.2 shows the results
obtained.
Table 3.2: Percentage of braking energy in different driving cycles
Max.
speed
(km/h)

ECE
NEDC
INDIA
URBAN
UDDS
FTP

Ave.
speed
(km/h)

Max.
dece.
(m/s2)

50.00
120.00
62.56

18.26
33.21
23.41

0.82
1.39
2.10

91.25
91.25

31.51
25.81

1.48
1.48

Travelling
distance
(km)

Total
traction
energy
(kJ)

Total
braking
energy
(kJ)

Braking
energy to
traction
energy (%)

0.99
10.93
17.49

151.5
2571.2
2721.7

90.6
694.6
1640.3

59.8
27.0
60.3

11.99
17.77

2276.1
3577.7

1110.6
1599.5

48.8
44.7

The minimum braking energy dissipation was found from the NEDC (27%)
and the maximum braking energy dissipation came from heavy traffic cycles
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such as ECE and India Urban where it could reach up to 60%. The
percentage of total braking energy that can be utilised by regenerative
braking at the front wheels is given in Table 3.3. This shows that the
available regenerative braking energy ranges from 56% to 87% on the front
wheels.
Table 3.3: Available regenerative braking on two front wheels

ECE
NEDC
INDIA URBAN
UDDS
FTP

Total braking
energy
(kJ)

Total RBS
energy on front
wheels (kJ)

90.6
694.6
1640.3
1110.6
1599.5

27.6
301.5
461.2
336.3
501.5

Available RBS on
front wheels to total
braking energy (%)
(both front wheels)
61.0
86.8
56.2
60.6
62.8

3.5. Friction brake duty level in a car with RB
The thermal stability of the brake system is primarily ensured by the correct
design of the brake discs. The heat storage capacity (thermal mass) of the
brake disc has a considerable effect on the behaviour of the brake caliper.
Based on the previous analysis the available RB energy ranges from 30% to
87% on the front wheels and the duty level of FB in a car with RB is
estimated to be low. The maximum braking power of FB is predicted to be in
the range from 15 kW to 78 kW for a typical road car as shown below.
Brake application assuming the total vehicle KE is transformed into heat
based on single stop temperature rise (SSTR) calculation (Curry, 2008)
during a stop from maximum speed at 0.4g (refer Section 3.3.3):
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Total kinetic energy at each front disc (refer to Appendix B for detailed
calculation),
KE = ½ MV2 × 0.5 × X1 × c × (13% duty level of FB or 87% FB energy
recuperated with RB),
KE = 0.5×1495×27.72×0.5×0.8×1.05×0.13 = 31 kJ
and for 70% duty level of FB or 30% energy recuperated with RB,
KE = 0.5×1495×27.72×0.5×0.8×1.05×0.7 = 169 kJ
Temperature rise ΔT was calculated using equation,
KE = mCpΔT

(3.7)

The temperature rise at each brake disc (ΔT) for the FB with RB on the front
wheels is 16°C, this refers to 87% of energy recuperated. In comparison ΔT
= 88°C for 30% of energy recuperated with RB, see Section 3.3. Taking the
disc ring mass as 3.5 kg (Section 3.6.2) and Cp = 550 J/kgK (refer to Section
4.3.2), the braking force generated at the front brake disc for J = 0.4 g (3.9
m/s2 at GVM) was predicted as the maximum energy recuperated at 87%
equal to 13% of friction brake duty:
Fb = MJ×X1×½×c = 1495×3.9×0.8×0.5×1.05×0.13 = 318 N
and the calculated brake torque is:

τ = μ2PApreff = Fb×Rr = 318×0.291 = 93 Nm
From these torque estimates the temperature rises for FB with 13% and 70%
brake duty can be calculated and compared to typical values of single stop
temperature range (SSTR) shown in Table 3.4, which can be considered as
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the MOT for a typical brake used without RBS. Refer to Curry, 2008 of this
thesis for the SSTR calculations.
Table 3.4 Typical values for the thermal design. Adapted from Curry (2008)
Rotor
Drum
Solid disc
Vented disc

SSTR (°C)
350 – 400
550
600 - 650

3.6. Design process
Any system or component design process must satisfy the six requirements
outlined by Pye (1967) which are;
1. The cost must be acceptable and economic.
2. The essential principle of arrangement must be correctly embodied.
3. Components must be geometrically related to each other and to other
objects.
4. The design must be strong enough to resist applied forces.
5. Access must be provided.
6. The design appearance must be acceptable.
A design process based on the Total Design methodology (Pugh, 1990) as
shown in Figure 3.11 of a lightweight FB was used to satisfy these
requirements. The Total Design process consists of:
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•

problem definition (user need/market),

•

design objective (product design specification),

•

conceptual design,

•

detailed design,

•

working drawing,

•

manufacture

•

market (sales).

Any design process should start with identifying a need (or needs) that will
satisfy an existing market or create a market of its own (Pugh, 1991). The
design process at all stages is operated iteratively, so the design flow can be
forward or reverse at any point in design activities because of changed
circumstances. For designing a lightweight FB the need was to reduce the
vehicle mass by a lightweight brake disc in a braking system with
regenerative braking.
Problem definition
Design objectives and scope
Conceptual design

iteration

Detailed design
Manufacturer

Market
Figure 3.11: Design Process for a lightweight FB. Adapted from Pugh (1990)
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3.6.1

Problem definition

Most cars today use ventilated brake discs on the front axle and solid brake
discs or drum brakes on the rear axle. As discussed in Section 3.3 the use of
regenerative braking could reduce the duty level on the friction brakes
because it is possible to use a lighter mass brake instead of the standard
design for the same car without RBS for the front or rear wheels which will
reduce weight, production and materials costs. By using a lightweight FB on
all wheels the weight of the braking system could be reduced by up to 43%
(Grieve et al., 1997).

Reduced vehicle weight will increase vehicle fuel

efficiency and reduce emissions of HC, CO2 and NOx. However, many
manufacturers will not change to non-vented discs for “market acceptance”
reasons, so the technical benefits have to be clearly demonstrated.

3.6.2

Design objectives and scope

Based on the design process, the first step in designing a lighter FB for a
vehicle with RBS is to establish a general objective for the design. The
objective tree method is a format for developing and clarifying objectives
(Keeney, 1996). Figure 3.12 shows an objective tree for a lightweight FB for
regenerative braking representing a top-down approach. The design had five
main objectives and was progressively made more specific through sub
objectives in order to help clarify the design problem.
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Design of a lightweight FB for a regenerative braking

Weight

Light

< 3.5 kg

Cost

Market

Cheap

Vehicle equipped with a
regenerative braking

Easy to
manufacturer

Durable material

Mass

Temperature

Fatigue
resistant
Coning

Strength

Thermal
stress

< 2000 kg

Figure 3.12: An objectives tree for a lightweight FB for a regenerative braking

The main objectives were divided into 5 categories, viz. weight, cost, market,
durable material, and temperature. Under the weight category, the objective
was to design a FB for the test car of which the weight was less than 3.5 kg
(the vented disc alone had a weight greater than 5 kg). The brake disc was
considered in this design objective because this offered the best opportunity
for mass reduction while maintaining the necessary performance capability.
The remaining categories concentrated on the product cost; the brake had to
be cheap and easy to manufacture. The FB was intended to be used for EV’s
or HEV’s of gross vehicle mass (GVM) less than 2000 kg. The material used
had to satisfy the tribological requirement for the brake friction pair, viz. to
provide a stable friction coefficient and have low wear rate. Thermal and
mechanical principles have to be considered, these are having a low thermal
expansion, high strength, and high fatigue resistance. The lightweight FB
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needs to be thermally stable in order to handle high temperatures while
maintaining physical characteristics, including reduced thermal stress and
coning.
The main reason for developing the design scope was to clarify what is
meant by ‘designing a lightweight FB for a regenerative braking system’ and
the requirements that have to be included. Figure 3.13 shows a bubble
diagram for a lightweight brake disc for a regenerative braking system used
in the design scope which has been listed below to explain the design
limitations. A checklist approach like this can be used to develop a
comprehensive design scope:
1. Brake mass: The brake rotor mass has to be less than the
conventional rotor; 3.5 kg.
2. Type of vehicle: The brake is intended for a vehicle equipped with
RBS of GVM between 1000 kg to 2000 kg, typically a city car with a
maximum speed of less than 160 km/h.
3. Life in service: The brake will be used in a normal driving schedule
mainly in the urban area.
4. Temperature: Typical value for thermal design for brake rotor surface
temperature < 600°C.
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5. Braking torque: The maximum required braking force at each wheel
is greater than 3360 N which will generate a maximum deceleration of
8 m/s2 for the target vehicle.
6. Aesthetics, appearance, and finishing: The brake must look
attractive and corrosion free.
7. Product cost: The cost of the brake must be lower than a standard
FB already established in the market.
8. Legislation: The brake must play its part in enabling the braking
system to meet the appropriate (e.g. EU and US) legislation.
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maintenance
comfort
NVH

size
friction

durability

safety
legislation
braking ratio

lightweight

usage

wear
terrain
(hill)

rotor

pad/friction
material

pedal feel

life

cheap

cost

material
geometry
(design)

ABS
performance
deceleration

braking force
distribution

type of
vehicle

speed

HEV
regenerative
braking

mass

FRICTION
BRAKE
(lightweight)

fabricate
heat transfer
coefficient

cooling
torque

actuation

hydraulic

thermal
stress
fade

stopping
distance

Figure 3.13: Bubble diagram of FB design requirement
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thickness

temperature

EV

ventilated

coning

3.6.3

Product design specification (PDS)

From the statement of the need, a specification of the product should be
generated and documented in the form of a ‘product design specification’ or
PDS. The PDS is a control mechanism for the design activity, because it
places the boundaries on any subsequent designs (Pugh, 1991). The PDS
contains all the specifications needed and sets the limits of the design
process. The information in the PDS will be used for the next step of concept
design.

3.6.4

Conceptual design

The next step was to visualize the physical ideas of the product which fulfil
the characteristics of the design objectives and product design scope. The
ideas could be sketched to visualise the product or build a prototype design.
The design was developed by performing a function analysis (see below) to
identify the main functions of the product characteristic and achieve the
design objectives.

3.6.5

Function analysis

A function analysis was developed to determine what a lightweight FB must
achieve. The product could be treated as a black box that converts specified
inputs into outputs and should be as general as possible. A black box model
of a lightweight FB was developed on the basis of how it works (Hubka et al.,
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1968). The main function was to provide a friction braking retardation for EVs
or HVs equipped with regenerative braking with a weight reduction in the
friction brake design. The function analysis for a lightweight brake contained
two inputs and three outputs. The inputs were RBS and FB, and the outputs
were heat generated, low duty usage and the deceleration/stopping distance
calculations for the vehicle as shown in Figure 3.14. In this case, the RBS is
and friction braking convert kinetic energy into input flows of heat and
electrical/mechanical

energy.

Heat

analysis,

low

duty

deceleration/stopping distance analysis represent the outputs.
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usage

and

Heat analysis

RBS

Low duty usage

Lightweight FB

FB

deceleration/stopping
distance calculation
Figure 3.14: A black box model for a lightweight FB

Next, the function in the black box was replaced with a block diagram
showing all subfunctions and their links with each other as shown in Figure
3.15. The subfunctions in designing a lightweight FB contained rotor,
temperature and materials.

Heat analysis
RBS

Rotor

Temperature

Material

FB

Low duty
usage
deceleration/
stopping distance
calculations

Figure 3.15: Subfunctions for a lightweight FB

3.6.6

Morphology analysis

Morphology analysis is a technique that can be used to generate additional
ideas for products that would not normally spring to mind (Cross, 2000). The
technique involves considering the function analysis of a generic solution to a
problem and breaking it down into subfunctions. A morphology chart was
developed based on the subfunctions identification. The morphology chart
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contains the subfunctions which are the rotor, the temperature, and the
material. Table 3.5 shows a morphology chart for a lightweight FB.
Table 3.5: Morphology chart for a lightweight FB
Feature

Means

Rotor

Ventilated disc

Solid disc

Drum

Temperature

Vented

Crossdrilled

Slotted

Endless loop

Material

Cast iron

Stainless steel

MMC

Aluminium and steel

Mounting

Hub

Wheel

Floating

A number of alternative designs were developed from the morphology chart.
Design #1 was a solid thin disc rotor made of Stainless steel.
Design #2 was a solid thin disc made of Cast iron.
Design #3 was a solid disc (steel-clad aluminium).
Design #4 was a ventilated disc made of aluminium metal matrix composite
(MMC).
Design #5 was an externally vented disc made of aluminium MMC.
To select the best, all the designs were compared objectively with associated
weights and the various evaluation criteria using a scale of 3 - (excellent
solution), 2 - (economic) and 1- (poor) based on a design decision matrix
(Pugh, 1981). The designs were rated #1, #2, #5, #3 and #4 as shown in
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Figure 3.16. Design #1 and #2 had a thin disc made of stainless steel and
cast iron respectively. Those designs had a separate top hat (adaptor) and
were made of cast iron or a lighter material such as aluminium. With nonintegral rotors, the hat-to-rotor attachment can be either bolted or a series of
radial slots in the rotor with metal driving dogs attached to the hat, called a
dog-drive (Smith, 1984).
Table 3.6: Design decision matrix
Design #1

Design #2

Design #3

Design #4

Design #5

Weight

Rating

Score

Rating

Score

Rating

Score

Rating

Score

Rating

Score

Cost

3

3

9

3

9

1

3

1

3

1

3

Mass

2

3

6

3

6

2

4

1

2

3

6

Durability

1

2

2

1

1

3

3

2

2

2

2

Criteria

Total

17

16

10

7

11

Score = Weight × Rating
The detailed design stage comprised the definition of the precise model and
size of a prototype lightweight brake disc. The material selected was
stainless steel similar to a motorcycle brake disc. However, as suggested
earlier, further details were decided once a sensible concept had been
selected. The lightweight brake disc must be practical to manufacture and
the material selected must also align with the available manufacturing
resources, and at a suitable cost.
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Design #1: A flat circular stainless steel Design #2: A flat circular cast iron disc
disc attached to the top hat bolted bolted with top hat.
together.

Design #5: External ventilated solid disc Design #3: Steel-clad-aluminium of solid
made of cast iron.

disc.

Design #4: A ventilated disc made of aluminium MMC

Figure 3.16: Lightweight brake discs design concept for regenerative braking
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3.7. Design analysis on standard discs
The calculation of brake duty on a standard disc is similar to the calculation
in Section 3.5 (refer to Appendix B duty level calculation on standard discs).
The temperature rise, ΔT for the standard ventilated disc was 77°C, taking
disc ring mass as 5.7 kg and Cp = 550 J/kgK. The thermal balance for
standard disc surface temperature was limited to 600°C (Breuer and Bill,
2007) and between 600°C to 650°C (Curry, 2008). Although the standard
ventilated disc temperature rise was still lower than the lightweight design,
when operating with the RBS, the temperature rise results were similar to the
standard disc. The braking duty capability of the standard ventilated disc was
higher compared to the lightweight disc but the duty level requirement was
lower when used with RBS. Maximum and mean braking powers for the
standard ventilated discs were 112 kW and 56 kW respectively and for low
duty level of FB these were 78 kW and 39 kW.

Braking power, W
Po = 112 kW

Mean power
= 56 kW
Braking Energy, J
Brake
application

Brake fully applied

Time, t

Figure 3.17: Braking power as a function of time for standard discs
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3.8. Sizing for standard solid disc
The increase in vehicle speed and thus kinetic energy has encouraged brake
manufacturers to develop brake discs with high thermal stability such as the
ventilated disc because it helps to move air through the rotor to help
dissipate the heat. This is why brake manufacturers always use ventilated
discs on the front wheels. However, a solid disc could be considered among
automotive manufacturers for several reasons; first, it is easy to
manufacture, second, it is suitable for small and medium passenger cars,
and most importantly it could be cheaper than a ventilated brake disc.
Figure 3.17 shows a summary from a survey carried out in this research of
different sizes and thicknesses of solid brake discs on the front wheels of 45
small passenger cars between 1997 and 2002. 26.1% of the manufacturers
preferred to use 12 mm disc thickness, 21.7% used 10 mm thickness and
13.0% used 13 mm thickness, on different disc outer diameters. The average
thickness and outer diameter of these brake discs were calculated. The
minimum thickness (of the solid disc) was 8 mm, with disc diameters <210
mm, and 12 mm thickness with disc diameter 210 - 260 mm. The minimum
and maximum masses of the passenger car in this survey were 1145 kg and
1825 kg. Maximum speed was 130 km/h (small passenger car) and for a
medium passenger car with an engine capacity of 1.3 litres was
approximately 160 km/h. A prediction of disc thickness and outer diameter of
a lightweight FB was made based on the lower value shown in Figure 3.18.
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Average value

18
17

Lower and Upper
regen value

16
15

Upper

Disc thickness (mm)

14
13

8 mm

12
11

9 mm

10
10 mm

9
8

11 mm

7
6

12 mm

5
4
210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

Outer diameter (mm)

290

300

310

12.5 mm
13 mm

Figure 3.18: Relationship between thickness and outer diameter of solid
brake discs on the front wheels of a range of 45 small passenger cars
surveyed

3.9. Lightweight brake disc
The conventional design for a front brake disc for a passenger car is a
ventilated disc made from cast iron as discussed in Section 3.7. Automotive
manufacturers could fit new hybrid car models with lightweight components
to increase their efficiency and performance, for example, by replacing
conventional cast iron brake rotors with a thinner solid disc of appropriate
material as discussed in Section 1.1. FEA has been used to estimate the
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disc temperature during vehicle braking (Sarip et al., 2010), and the results
presented in the next chapter investigated a prototype disc using FEA.

3.10. Prototype lightweight disc design
A prototype lightweight disc assembly was designed (Figure 3.19) based on
the design method explained in Section 3.6. It comprised two parts; a friction
ring and a hub adaptor. The friction ring was made of stainless steel, it had
24 crossdrilled holes to improve cooling and was bolted to the adaptor which
was also made of stainless steel. The standard calipers on the test car were
used but required piston spacers as shown in Figure 3.20. The disc
thickness was 4.9 mm had 260 mm outside diameter and 146 mm inside
diameter. The total mass was 3.2 kg including the adaptor. The swept area
of the disc was 0.07 m2 calculated based on the outer (256 mm) and inner
dimensions (146 mm) of the brake pad. The disc exposed surface area was
0.104 m2 (with contact to the friction material as explained in Appendix D)
used to calculate the cooling rate and convective heat dissipation.
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Figure 3.19: Prototype disc geometry

Figure 3.20: Piston spacer and spacer for the standard caliper
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CHAPTER 4

MECHANICAL AND THERMAL ANALYSIS
OF THE BRAKE

The purpose of this chapter is to present the thermal analysis including
friction interface contact analysis of a lightweight brake rotor and to validate
the thermal analysis by comparison with experimental data. 3D FEA was
selected to be as close as possible to reality as discussed in Section 2.7.
The ABAQUS FEA software was used (ABAQUS, 2004) because it is well
established in the analysis of brakes involving thermal effects and contact
pressure analysis as discussed in Section 2.12. The most challenging aspect
of FB thermomechanical analysis (see Section 2.7) is the friction interface,
which includes contact and pressure distribution, stress and thermal
analyses (Tirovic and Day, 1991).
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Previous researchers have studied the contact distribution between a disc
pad and rotor interface, e.g. Harding and Wintle (1978), Samie and Sheridan
(1990), Tirovic and Day (1991) and Benseddiq et al. (1996). They all found
that contact pressure distribution at the brake pad/disc interface is seldom
uniform. From observation, it may seem that full contact is achieved in a disc
or a pad but in reality incomplete contact occurs, which is affected by
frictional forces, rotation and translation of the brake components including
the caliper, pad, piston and disc.

4.1 3D FE modelling

4.1.1

Interface contact analysis with FEA

3D finite element analyses of a disc brake with interface contact modelling
and dynamic friction simulation were carried out to predict disc temperatures
and stresses. This avoided the limitations of the 2D analyses presented
previously (Section 2.7). The contact analysis was developed in the 3D FEM
to predict the pressure distribution between the pad and the disc.
This required a sophisticated FEA system for which ABAQUS was selected.
The ABAQUS (2004) FE system includes:
1. ABAQUS/Standard (Implicit) - a general-purpose analysis module that
can solve a wide range of linear and nonlinear problems;
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2. ABAQUS/Explicit - a special-purpose analysis module that uses an
explicit dynamic finite element formulation;
3. ABAQUS/CAE - used to create a FE model, submit ABAQUS
analysis, monitor and diagnose jobs and evaluate results; and
4. ABAQUS/Viewer - the postprocessing capabilities of the Visualisation
module.
ABAQUS/Standard was mainly used in this research because it can solve a
wide range of linear and nonlinear problems both static and dynamic, and
most importantly can be used to investigate thermal and mechanical effects
at the friction interface of brakes.
There are three types of contact scheme in ABAQUS: small, finite and
infinitesimal sliding. “Small sliding” has a contact surface which may undergo
arbitrarily large rotations. “Finite sliding” considers geometric nonlinearities,
while “infinitesimal sliding” ignores this effect and assumes both relative
motion and the absolute motions of the contacting bodies are small (Bakar,
2005). “Finite sliding” was chosen because it can be used to model the
interaction between a deformable body and a rigid body in two and three
dimensions.
ABAQUS (2004) offers three approaches to represent a contact interface viz:
Gap contact element, Surface to surface contact interaction, and Surface to
node interaction. Contact pressure and contact stress cannot be calculated
accurately if the surface to node interaction is chosen while the gap contact
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element can only provide contact forces, not stresses. Therefore, surface to
surface contact interaction was chosen as the most suitable method in this
analysis.
In order to conduct the analysis between two deformable components with
large rotation of the disc, the master-slave approach was the most suitable.
For surface based contact, a master and a slave surface are required to form
a contact pair. Since a brake disc is much stiffer than a brake pad and has a
coarser mesh, it was chosen as the master surface and the pad provided the
slave surface. If both surfaces in a contact pair are deformable surfaces,
generally, the master surface should be chosen as the surface of the stiffer
body or as the surface with the coarser mesh if the two surfaces are on
structures with comparable stiffness.

4.1.2

Load and boundary condition

Applied forces – loads: The model was initially developed with a
concentrated normal force applied to the backplate of each pad simulating
the actuation force see Figure 4.1.
Boundary condition: In order to permit axial movement of the pad (z direction,
i.e. perpendicular to the disc surface), no constraint was applied to the
backplate at the abutment with the caliper in the direction normal to the disc
surface (z direction). The trailing backplate edge was pivoted about the radial
direction at the pad/caliper abutment, and allowed to slide (frictionless)
through a translational freedom normal to the disc surface at the pad/caliper
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abutment. The centre of the disc was constrained in the normal direction
allow the disc to rotate about the z-axis.
The model comprised 3273 solid elements, and a total of 5549 nodes. 3D 8noded solid brick elements were used in this analysis.

Figure 4.1: Brake disc with pad assemblies FE model

The model shown in Figure 4.1 was used to demonstrate how a point
application force acted on the pad backplate and how rotation of the disc
affected the pressure distribution at the pad/disc interface. Table 4.1
summarizes the model geometry. Figure 4.2 shows the results in terms of
the pressure distribution on the friction surface of the friction material which
indicate that the pressure distribution did not peak in the centre of the friction
material, but was displaced by the friction force towards the leading end of
the pad/disc contact as shown by Harding and Wintle (1978).
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Table 4.1: Geometry of the disc brake
Disc brake outside diameter, Do (m)
Disc brake inside diameter, Di (m)
Pad dimension, length × width (m × m)
Pad thickness, tp (m)
Back plate thickness (m)
Coefficient of friction, μ

0.27
0.20
0.072 × 0.034
0.01
0.005
0.4

Figure 4.2: Pressure distribution on the friction material at the brake disc/pad
interface

With a pressure distribution like this, the friction material will wear more at
the leading end of the pad compared to the trailing end giving tapered wear
because of the moment arm between the pad drag force and the abutment
force. One way of reducing tapered pad wear is to move the position of the
actuation force applied by the piston to the pad backplate, and this was
modelled as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The pressure distribution was then
more centrally positioned on the friction surface after moving the applied
force slightly towards the trailing end by about one element length.
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Before

Leading end

After adjustment one element

Trailing end

Leading end

Trailing end

Figure 4.3: Pressure distributions for different actuation force positions

Another solution would be to use two different sized pistons on each pad
backplate. The smaller piston would be positioned more towards the leading
end, and the larger piston would be located towards the trailing end to
produce a counter moment. Another design, “hammerhead”, is illustrated in
Figure 4.4 which reduces the moment by creating abutment forces at both
the leading and trailing ends (Breuer and Bill, 2007).
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Figure 4.4: “Hammerhead” design of brake pad

4.1.3

Friction material compressibility

The compressibility of the friction material influences the pressure distribution
at the friction interface (Harding and Wintle, 1978), and (Tirovic and Day,
1991) A lower compression modulus softer friction material would give a
more uniform pressure distribution at the friction interface (Tirovic and Day,
1991). In general, the compressibility of a disc brake pad material must be
specified. For FEA, it has been shown (Tirovic and Day, 1991) that
specifying Young’s Modulus of the friction material enables the compression
behaviour of the assembly to be correctly represented.

Some typical

mechanical properties for a friction brake disc and pad assembly are shown
in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Material properties used in the FEA. Adapted from Tirovic and
Day (1991)
Properties
Density, ρ
( kg/m3)

Material

Young’s Modulus,

Poisson’s ratio, υ

Cast iron ( Brake
disc)

7050

116 GPa

0.27

NAO friction material

2620

210 MPa

0.29

Backplate (mild steel)

7850

210 GPa

0.30

Table 4.3: Effect of friction material compressibility. Adapted from Tirovic and
Day (1991) and Orthwein (2004)
Friction material Young’s Modulus

Backplate thickness (mm)

1. 210 MPa (Resin Bonded Composite)

5

2. 2000 MPa (Aromatic polyamide fibre)

5

3. 15000 MPa (Sintered metal friction)

5

Values of Young’s modulus for resin bonded composite friction material for
disc brake pads for passenger car are 200 – 300 MPa (Tirovic and Day,
1991). The pressure distributions for the three values of friction material
Young’s modulus are shown in Figure 4.5. It can be seen that the area of
friction material in contact with the disc depends upon the friction material
compressibility.
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Young’s modulus =
210 MPa
Lower friction material
compression modulus
gives more contact
area and smoother
pressure distribution.

Leading end

Trailing end

Young’s modulus =
2000 MPa
Increasing the friction
material compression
modulus means
decreasing the
contact area between

Leading end

Trailing end

Leading end

Trailing end

pad and disc.
Young’s modulus =
15000 MPa
Higher friction
material compression
modulus gives less
contact area and
more concentrated
pressure and
temperature
distribution.

Figure 4.5: Brake friction interface pressure distribution for different values of
compression modulus (disc rotating in the clockwise direction)
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4.2 Thermal analysis for a solid disc in high duty braking
The purpose of the analysis in this section was to validate a 3D model of a
standard solid brake disc. Brake disc temperature, stress and deflection of a
solid disc were predicted; temperature was compared with the bulk
temperature rise calculated from the known total vehicle kinetic energy (KE)
(refer to Section 3.5).
The brake disc was from the front axle of a car (Figure 4.6). The purpose of
this study was to predict disc stresses and deformations and compare the
results with previous 2D axisymmetric and 3D models (Tirovic, 2008). Table
4.4 below shows the vehicle and brake properties and disc dimensions
(Table 4.5) used to calculate temperatures in a single brake application as
discusses by Tirovic, 2008.
Table 4.4: Vehicle and brake characteristics. Adapted from Tirovic (2008)
Vehicle mass

1300 kg

Brake force distribution, X1 : X2

66 : 34

Tyre rolling radius, Rr

0.3 m

Initial vehicle speed, V1

100 km/h (28 m/s)

Final vehicle speed, V2

0 km/h

Duration of brake application

4s

Average deceleration

7 m/s2 (0.7 g)

Initial brake temperature

20°C
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Table 4.5: Solid disc brake rotor dimensions and properties
Disc outer diameter, Do

227 mm

Disc inner diameter, Di

127 mm

Disc thickness,

11 mm

Disc effective radius, reff

88.5 mm

Total disc mass of model, m

2.9 kg

Friction coefficient, µ

0.4

Figure 4.6: Schematic of a solid disc brake disc same as Tirovic’s 3D model.
Adapted from Tirovic (2008)

Thermal analysis was performed on the brake disc from an initial vehicle
speed of 100 km/h decelerating to stop. The braking power, Po = 88 kW (see
Appendix B) was used to calculate the power density for the brake disc
during this operation.
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4.2.1

Finite element model

The FE model of the brake disc is shown in Figure 4.7 and consisted of 2224
element (linear hexahedral element type C3D8T) with a total of 3468 nodes.
The C3D8T type element permits large scale sliding between the pad and
the disc contact surfaces. Two opposing pistons were included in the model,
with the same constraints as the pad, i.e. they were allowed to move freely in
the axial direction.

Figure 4.7: Disc brake FE model

The contact interaction property in ABAQUS (2004) defines tangential
behaviour (friction and elastic slip) and normal behaviour (hard, soft, or
damped contact and separation). This property has to be carefully selected
for the element type. The contact surface frictional behaviour was simulated
by the penalty method, which permits some relative motion of the surfaces
(elastic slip) when they are “sticking” which means that the magnitude of
sliding is limited to this elastic slip. ABAQUS continually adjusts the
magnitude of the penalty constraint to enforce this condition. The simulation
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wheel rotational speed was set to 93 rad/s equivalent to 100 km/h with the
initial disc temperature at 20°C. Heat was generated by pressing each pad
on the disc with a uniform pressure of 6 MPa (see Appendix B) on the piston
which created a rapid temperature rise in the disc; in an actual car this would
be approximately equivalent to a 60% g deceleration. The material properties
of 3D model is shown in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Material properties of disc brake components. Adapted from Day
(1991)
Properties
Material

Cast iron
(Brake disc)
NAO friction
material
Backplate
Piston

4.2.2

Density, ρ
(kg/ m3)

Young’s
Modulus

Poison’s
ratio, υ

Conductivity
k (W/mK)

Specific Heat,
Cp (J/kgK)

Thermal
Expansion,
(K-1)

7050

116 GPa

0.27

53.3

550

11.0 × 10-6

2620

210 MPa

0.29

2.0

1100

16.1 × 10-6

7850
7887

210 GPa
210 GPa

0.30
0.30

32.0
32.0

595
595

-

Boundary conditions

The following boundary conditions were set for the FEA:
1. T = To [T = To (initial temperature) at time, t = 0]
, ,

2.

[heat flux at each contact interface due

to friction]
3.

, ,

= h(T(x,y,t) - T∞) [thermal convection]
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where condition 1 sets the temperature at the interface to To, condition 2 sets
the heat flux

, ,

at the interface, and condition 3 is at the interface

given by the integrated thermal convection coefficient. The heat flux
generated between the disc and the pads is:
, ,
Where,

, ,

, ,

, ,

,

is the frictional interface pressure,

speed between disc and pads,

, ,

(4.1)
,

is the relative

is the total normal (actuation) force.

The total heat generated on the frictional contact interface, q, is the sum of
the heat flux into the disc, qd and the heat flux into the pad, qp. The heat
partition coefficient, γ for the disc is (Day, 2010):

C

(4.2)

C

Single stop thermal analysis of the brake disc was completed from an initial
vehicle speed of 100 km/h, with a factor of 1.05 to account for the vehicle
inertia (see Appendix B). An actuation force was then applied to the brake
pads, and the temperatures, deformations and stresses were calculated.

4.2.3

Results: temperature profile

The temperature distribution was examined in the radial position for six
nodes (Figure 4.8) to show the change in temperature distribution over 4
seconds (equivalent to 33 revolutions). The temperature distribution time
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history plot along the disc rubbing surfaces is shown in Figure 4.9, which
indicates that the temperature at any one point on the disc surface varies
over each revolution depending on where it is with respect to the region of
friction heat generation, i.e. the pad/disc contact region. Where the pad and
disc are touching, the heat is generated at the interface and the temperature
of the nodes on the rubbing path increases rapidly. After this rapid
temperature rise, a steady decline in temperature at the same node is seen
as the node leaves contact with the pad.

Figure 4.8: Section view of the 3D brake disc model of temperature contour
plots
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Figure 4.9: Temperature history plots

The temperature profile through the thickness of the disc is shown in Figure
4.9. Heat is conducted through the disc to the hub and the axle. Maximum
predicted disc temperature was 235°C, approximately three seconds into the
brake application from the total time of four seconds. The results obtained
were comparable with results from the bulk temperature calculation
(Newcomb, 1960), and from 2D axisymmetric and 3D FEA by (Tirovic, 2008).
Table 4.7: Predicted disc temperatures during braking
Bulk
temperature
rise
171°C

Hybrid 2D
Newcomb

2D axisymmetric

axisymmetric /

(1960)

model (Tirovic 2008)

3D FE model

3D FEM

(Tirovic 2008)
190°C

215°C
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239°C

235°C

Figure 4.10: Disc temperatures for the 10th revolution

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show contour plots of disc temperature at the 10th
revolution and at the 33rd revolution respectively. At the 10th revolution,
extremely high temperature gradients were predicted near the friction surface
of the disc, hence significant thermal stresses would be predicted in the
friction area. A small temperature rise of approximately 60°C in the top hat
section of the disc (Figure 4.11) indicated that small temperature gradients
were predicted in that section, which verified the bulk temperature rise
calculation based on disc ring mass.
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Figure 4.11: Disc temperatures at the end of stop (33rd revolution)

4.2.4

Stress analysis

Cast iron brake discs can demonstrate both ductile failure and brittle failure
(Han, 2006). Cast iron is not only low in tensile strength but has low ductility
which leads to low fatigue resistance and cracking under thermal loading
(Yuen, 1992). Usually ductile failure will come first before brittle failure
depending on the amount of plastic deformation. FE stress prediction are
normally considered in terms of Von Mises stresses, given by (Han, 2006),

(4.3)

Both the Tresca (Maximum Shear Stress Yield) criterion and the Von Mises
criterion are extensively used and the maximum difference between them is
approximately 15% (Han, 2006), which is low compared with the safety
factors and the uncertainties in mechanical design. Thus, the Von Mises
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criterion has been used here as on indicator to predict the initiation points
that may lead to crack formation in the brake disc.
Thermal stresses in the disc were predicted as shown in Figure 4.12 for two
seconds (22nd revolutions) and in Figure 4.13 at the end of braking (four
seconds). The results indicated high initial stress at the friction surface of
about 122 MPa, as a result of high thermal gradients, and low stresses in the
disc ring and top hat section of the disc (two seconds after braking). The
stresses rose fast in the early braking stage because of the steep
temperature gradient, and then continued to rise, more slowly to peak
values. At the end of braking, high stresses appeared in the ring and top hat
transition area with peak stress of about 229 MPa because the top hat of the
disc and the friction ring expanded more than the friction surface at the end
of braking leading to the disc deformation (Figure 4.13). In practice, this is a
crucial section that would have to be considered for design improvement in a
commercial design of brake disc.
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Figure 4.12: Von Mises stress contour plots during braking at the 22nd
revolution

Figure 4.13: Von Mises stress contour plots at the end of stop (33rd
revolution)
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4.2.5

Disc deflections

The disc deflection was assessed from the displacement at node 167
(inboard outer diameter) and at node 269 (outboard outer diameter) see
Figure 4.14. The mesh does not consider under cut effect at this stage (refer
to Section 5.3.2 for more detail on undercuts). Disc deflection occurred due
to non-uniform radial temperature distribution. The total displacement was
approximately 0.25 mm as shown in Figure 4.15 which is similar to Tirovic’s
(2008) results.
Inboard

Outboard

Figure 4.14: Disc deflection at the end of braking for the selected two nodes

0.0003

Displacement (m)

0.00025

269
167

0.0002
0.00015
0.0001
0.00005
0
‐0.00005

0

1

2

3

4

Time (s)

Figure 4.15: Disc deflection distribution (axial (z) direction)
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4.3 Drag braking – ventilated disc
An FE thermal analysis of an actual ventilated brake disc (shown in Figure
4.16 complete with pads and pistons) from the test car used in this research
(Ford Fiesta) was carried out under drag braking conditions. The disc was 22
mm in thickness, outer diameter 258 mm, and inner diameter 143 mm. The
disc was sectioned axially and then was measured using a manual
coordinate measuring machine (CMM) to obtain accurate dimensions for FE
modelling. The FE model is shown in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.16: Standard ventilated disc geometry
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Figure 4.17: Standard ventilated disc FE model complete with pads,
backplates and pistons

The model was generated using 8-node fully coupled temperature
displacement elements type C3D8T hexahedral (see Section 2.7 for more
detail of fully coupled analysis) has a total of 6510 elements with 8622
nodes. A full 3D model of the standard ventilated disc was selected because
of the methodology of the research using 3D modelling for better flexibility
and accuracy in the results.
Loading and boundary conditions were set to represent a constant wheel
rotational speed of 28.6 rad/s equal to 30 km/h vehicle speed under drag
braking with an initial disc temperature of 20°C. Tyre rolling radius was
calculated from the tyre rolling circumference of the test car which was 1860
mm, giving a tyre rolling radius of 0.29 m. The value of heat transfer
coefficient used was 90 W/m2K based on the experimental results (refer to
Section 6.2.5).
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4.3.1

Material properties

The material properties of the model are shown in Table 4.8. The model was
run under a constant frictional coefficient of 0.4.
Table 4.8: Material properties for standard ventilated disc

Properties Density,
Material
Vented disc
(Cast iron)
4.3.2

ρ

(kg/ m3)
7026

Young’s
Poisson’s
Modulus,
ratio, υ
(GPa)
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Conductivity,
k (W/mK)

Specific
Heat, Cp
(J/kgK)

Thermal
Expansion,
(K-1)

53.3

550

13.8 × 10‐6

0.27

Constraints and boundary conditions

The pads were actuated against the disc by the pistons acting under a
hydraulic actuation pressure of 2.0 MPa equivalent actuation force 1.18×107
Pa for a duration of 10 seconds. The boundary conditions were set in Section
4.2.2.

4.3.3

Fully coupled thermomechanical analysis

The heat transfer problem of frictional heat generation and the stress
problem of thermomechanical deformation in a brake are fully interconnected, so a coupled heat and elastic analysis was carried out in
ABAQUS using this FE model. Contact heat generation was calculated
based on the updated contact pressure distribution at each time step during
the simulation. The temperatures obtained at each time step were used to
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update the thermal deformation to derive a new contact pressure distribution.
Contact affects temperature, and temperature distorts the parts which in turn
affect contact, so the disc brake analysis was, therefore, fully coupled. Figure
4.18 shows the result of a FE simulation for temperature distribution on a
ventilated disc. The temperature distribution reading was taken on the disc
effective radius. By using the thermomechanical analysis in the FE
simulation, this temperature distribution was compared with the temperature
distribution obtained from the experimental method done with the chassis
dynamometer (refer Section 6.2.5). The comparison shows that the
simulation and experimental results have only minor differences. This means
that the method used in the Finite Element analysis was accurate and
reliable.

Figure 4.18: Temperature profile comparison between simulation and
experiments
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4.4 Drag braking – prototype lightweight disc
The lightweight prototype disc (3.3 kg) shown in Figure 4.19, generated
reduced heat transfer to the adaptor and wheel bearing, and a reduced
circumferential out of plane distortion of the brake disc friction surface (refer
to Section 6.2.5.2).

Figure 4.19: Prototype brake disc

The geometry and material properties of the prototype lightweight disc and
adaptor are shown in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10.
Table 4.9: Geometry of prototype lightweight disc
Disc brake outside diameter, Do (mm)

260

Disc brake inside diameter, Di (mm)

130

Disc thickness (mm)

4.9

Coefficient of friction, μ

0.4
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Table 4.10: Material properties of the disc, adaptor and bolt. Adapted from
Sarip (2010)

Properties

Density, ρ

Young’s
Modulus,

3

(kg/ m )

(GPa)

Poisson’s

Conductivity,

ratio, υ

k (W/mK)

Specific

Thermal

Heat, Cp

Expansion,

(J/kgK)

(K-1)

Material
Stainless
steel (heat-

7800

200

0.29

25

460

11.0× 10-6

7750

210

0.25

24

460

12.0 × 10-6

7800

200

0.30

25

460

13.8 × 10

treated)
Adaptor
(Stainless
steel)
Bolt
(Carbon

-6

steel)

4.4.1

Simulation

The FEA modelling procedure was the same as the standard ventilated disc
(Section 4.3.3). An actuation pressure of 2 MPa (1.18×107 Pa) was applied
to the pistons and a convection heat transfer coefficient of 75 W/m2K was
applied to the exposed surfaces of the brake disc (Section 6.2.5.2).
Figure 4.20 shows the FE mesh with thermal and structural boundary
conditions based on a constant speed of 30 km/h and actuation pressure of 2
MPa. It contained 4085 3D solid elements type C3D8T hexahedral and 7233
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nodes. One element thickness of the disc rotor was used in order to reduce
simulation time and the results show good agreement with previous
experimental work (Hwang et al., 2008).

Figure 4.20: FE mesh of the prototype lightweight disc, pad and piston

4.4.2

Predicted temperatures

Frictional heat is generated in the pad contact region, and the exposed parts
of the disc surface dissipate heat by convection. Figure 4.21 shows the
temperature distribution in the disc during the drag braking test. Maximum
temperatures occur around the crossdrilled holes of the contact surface. The
higher temperature around the crossdrilled holes is caused by reduced heat
transfer in these regions (convection is lower than conduction). This
potentially would lead to a higher wear rate around the crossdrilled holes.
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(a) t = 7.9 seconds

(b) t = 9.0 seconds

(c) t = 9.6 seconds

(d) t = 10.0 seconds

Figure 4.21: Temperature profile of the prototype lightweight disc during drag
braking simulation
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Figure 4.22: Prototype lightweight disc temperature versus time at different
radii
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The temperature variation of the nodes on the friction surface of the
prototype lightweight disc versus time during the drag braking is plotted and
shown in Figure 4.22. Node 2928 located at the disc effective radius (reff)
indicated that the temperature at this position (at the end of the brake
application) was higher than the other nodes as shown in Figure 4.23.

Figure 4.23: Node radial location on the friction face of prototype lightweight
disc

Figure 4.24: Rubbing thermocouple located at a position equivalent to node
3031on the prototype lightweight disc
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Node 3031 was used to compare temperature profiles between experimental
tests using a rubbing thermocouple located at the same position. The
comparison of temperature distribution from simulation and by experiment
shows an accurate and reliable result. The analytical and experimental
temperature profiles indicated good agreement.
The predicted temperatures for the standard ventilated and the prototype
lightweight disc were higher than the experimental results (Figure 4.18 and
4.22). The possible reasons for this are:
1.

Inaccuracy in the disc and friction material properties;
The simulation used linear elastic material with no change in material
properties with temperature.

2.

Coefficient of friction;
The coefficient of friction varies with temperature, interface pressure
and sliding speed, but here it was assumed to be constant at 0.41 for
the cast iron disc and for the stainless steel disc 0.37. These friction
coefficients were estimated from the results from the drag braking tests
in Sections 6.2.5.

4.5

Summary

Thermomechanical analysis has been completed to predict temperature,
contact and pressure distribution in a standard disc brake friction pair and in
the lightweight disc design. It was confirmed that decreasing the Young’s
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modulus of the friction material (thus increasing the compressibility)
encourages more uniform pressure distribution. A suitable friction material
Young’s modulus value of 210 MPa was justified.

The results predicted

temperatures and contact pressure distributions which are important in
designing any brake rotor.
The thermomechanical analysis was validated against the work of Tirovic,
2008 and good agreement was achieved in terms of temperature distribution,
thermal stresses and axial deformation results. For drag braking tests, the
temperature distributions for the standard ventilated and prototype
lightweight disc were predicted. The simulation results show that the rate of
temperature increase is about the same as the rate obtained from the
experiments. Based on Figures 4.18 and 4.22, the thermomechanical
analysis FE method is accurate and can be used for further simulation to
design a lightweight disc for vehicle with regenerative braking.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF THE LIGHTWEIGHT BRAKE
DISC

5.1. Overview
It has been estimated (Section 3.3.3) that up to 70% of the kinetic energy of
a passenger car could be dissipated through the friction brakes and the other
(up to) 30% of the energy could be recuperated e.g. in the form of electrical
power (Zaini et al., 2010) and (Sarip, 2010). The need for conversion from
kinetic energy to thermal energy by friction brakes therefore will decrease
once regenerative braking is present in the system. The rest of the energy
can be converted e.g. to electrical energy via a M/G as discussed in Section
3.3. For a car with regenerative braking under a single stop braking event,
where the energy dissipated via the front disc brakes is estimated as 70% of
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the total kinetic energy (Section 3.3), the energy recuperation process is
illustrated in Figure 5.1.

μPAreff

Brake

mCpdT
T (Nm)

IVt
Generator

Motor

1/2MV2

Figure 5.1: Illustration of energy flow in a car with FB and RB

Single stop braking with regenerative braking is discussed in this Chapter;
three different vehicle masses: 1000 kg, 1500 kg and 2000 kg were studied.
Two models, (ventilated and prototype disc) were used to predict the
temperature distribution and temperature variation for different vehicle
masses. The predicted temperature profiles and thermal stresses were
predicted and compared. The material properties of the discs and the FE
models are the same as the analyses presented in Section 4.3.1 for
ventilated disc and Section 4.4 for prototype disc. Pad and piston assemblies
were modelled using 8-node coupled temperature and displacement
elements. Figure 5.2 shows the 3D models of two types of brake discs used
in the analysis. The contact surface frictional behaviour was simulated with a
wheel rotational speed of 93 rad/s or 100 km/h (the average speed based
on single stop braking) with an initial disc temperature of 20°C.
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5.2. Standard ventilated disc versus prototype disc
The geometries of the ventilated disc and the prototype disc are given in
Table 5.1.
∅ 258 mm

∅ 260 mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: (a) Standard ventilated disc (total mass is 5.71 kg) (b) Prototype
disc (total mass is 3.48 kg)

Table 5.1: Brake disc comparison
Thickness

Disc

Effective

(mm)

diameter

radius (mm)

Friction

Piston
diameter (mm)

(mm)
Ventilated disc

22

258

101

0.41

50

Solid disc

4.9

260

104

0.37

50

A FEA simulation of single stop braking was used to determine the effect of
the vehicle mass on front brake temperatures in terms of temperatures and
stresses. Equation 5.1 which describes the average heat flux density on
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each disc was derived based on average braking power over the disc friction
area.
(5.1)

5.2.1

5.2.1.1

Effect of vehicle mass

Interface temperature analysis

Temperatures during a single stop braking event were predicted for both
discs using FEA simulations for the three different vehicle masses. Figure
5.3 shows the predicted temperature profiles at a point on the rubbing
surface which is at the disc mean radius (70% duty level on prototype disc
and 100% duty level on standard ventilated disc). The prototype disc shows
the corresponding results where 30% of the braking energy has been
absorbed by regenerative braking (Section 3.5). A peak is seen at every
revolution as the measurement point moves past the friction pad. In all
cases, the ventilated discs remain cooler than the solid discs, by
approximately 20°C at the end of the braking event. A comparison of (peak)
temperatures at the end of the single stop braking event is shown in Figure
5.3; the vehicle equipped with regenerative braking has a much reduced
peak temperature compared with the standard ventilated disc without
regenerative braking. This suggests that a lightweight brake disc could be
used in a hybrid car even though the brake disc mass is reduced (from
approximately 5.71 kg to 3.48 kg in the FE models).
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of peak temperatures (after 4 seconds) at the end of
the braking event between the standard ventilated disc, the prototype disc
without RB, and the prototype disc with RB for single stop braking

5.2.2

Lightweight disc brake

The conditions modelled were a single brake application from the vehicle
maximum speed to zero speed, with a standard pad and piston assembly.
For single stop braking, deceleration occurs in a very short time, so heat
transfer from the disc to the hub could reasonably be neglected (Tirovic,
2008).
The frictional contact between the pad and the disc was defined on the
element faces in the contact region using the ABAQUS ‘finite sliding’
formulation. Frictional heat was generated by pressing the pads against the
disc with a uniform pressure of 6 MPa on the piston sides of the discs (see
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Section 4.2). A fully coupled thermomechanical analysis was completed to
predict the temperature profile and corresponding changes in the brake disc
thermal deformation.

5.2.2.1

Temperature distribution

Figure 5.4: FEA model of disc showing particular nodal positions
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4.5

Figure 5.5: Temperature profile between prototype (at node 3) and standard
ventilated disc (reff)
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When a vehicle has a greater mass, more driver effort is required to
decelerate at the same rate (Newton’s law- Muhayen (2010)). The results in
Figure 5.6 show temperature profile for the prototype disc under single stop
braking for different vehicle masses, which is important in selecting a
lightweight disc design for regenerative braking.
400

Temperature (°C)

350
300
250
200
150

2000 kg

100

1500 kg

50

1000 kg

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

Time (s)

Figure 5.6: Effect of different vehicle masses on disc temperature

5.2.2.2

Thermal stress analysis

Thermal stress was predicted from the temperature distribution during single
stop braking. The predicted surface compressive stresses associated with
the temperature rise can cause yielding in compression of the material in the
disc surface because thermal stresses are much higher than purely
mechanical stresses on the friction surface. The thermal stress on a disc
surface at the disc effective radius is presented in Figure 5.7 for comparison
between different vehicle masses. It can be seen that high initial stresses at
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the friction surface follow from a high thermal gradient. Thermal stresses for
the 2000 kg vehicle mass were close to 384 MPa, which can cause thermal
fatigue cracks on the friction surface over time. Brake disc surface cracking
only occurs when the thermal stress exceeds the yield stress of the material.
Lower thermal stresses are predicted; 317 MPa for 1500 kg and 262 MPa for
1000 kg of vehicle mass. From these results, the discs show lower thermal
stress than the maximum tensile stress of the disc material which is 910 MPa
(Philpot, 2007) and (Gere and Timoshenko, 1999).
Although the friction surface stress was predicted higher because of thermal
stress, the maximum mechanical stresses (due to torsion and rotation) were
located around the holes as shown in Figure 5.8. The average stresses
predicted around the holes were 678 MPa for 1000 kg vehicle mass, 748
MPa for 1500 kg, and 778 MPa for 2000 kg; these are critical areas due to
the occurrence of both tangential and radial stresses. Failure would be
predicted in this area according to the maximum distortion-stress theory if the
stress is greater than the yield stress, σy. The maximum stress for high-grade
steel disc (SAE 4340 heat-treated) is 910 MPa (Philpot, 2007) and (Gere and
Timoshenko, 1999). Most steel has an endurance limit which is about half
the ultimate strength or tensile strength so below this limit the prototype disc
should not fail. The discs in this research are thus most likely to be suitable
when used in a vehicle of medium mass, not greater than 1500 kg because
of the brake disc rotor geometry.
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Figure 5.7: Thermal stress profile on effective radius friction surface

Figure 5.8: Thermal and mechanical stress contour plot for the 1000 kg
vehicle mass
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5.2.2.3

Thermal deformation

Figure 5.9: Disc coning at the end of stop (4 s)

Thermal deformation is primarily attributed to the thermal expansion of the
disc and its constraint at the hub mounting face. The magnitude of the coning
displacement was calculated from the thermal stress analysis throughout the
simulated brake schedule. The conical deformation for the prototype disc
was predicted at the disc’s outside diameter and shows a wavy shape during
braking with a maximum axial deformation of 380 μm. This is due to the
uneven radial temperature distribution in the disc as the friction ring heats up
and becomes hotter than the top hat section. The friction ring expansion is
constrained by the bolts giving more stresses around the holes of the flat
friction ring. This is the highly stressed area of the disc and must be carefully
designed to avoid stress concentrators.

5.3. Lightweight disc models
Vehicle mass is a critical parameter for a lightweight brake disc design as
explained in Section 5.2.1. It is necessary to complete thermal stress
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prediction under two conditions of usage i.e. single stop braking and drag
braking for the models proposed in Section 3.10 for the best solution of
effective lightweight disc design. Eight solid disc models were designed
based on a prototype disc concept and these were used in the analysis to
study the relationship between disc weight, geometry and energy loading
(vehicle mass and speed). The materials used in these models were cast
iron and stainless steel. Each model was given a name e.g. Ss-A (Model A
made of stainless steel), Gi-B (Model B made of cast iron), etc., and the
geometries of the solid discs rotor are given in Figure 5.10.

L

Ss-A

Gi-B

Gi-C

Ss-D

Ss-E

Gi-F

Gi-G

Ss-H

3.48 kg

3.32 kg

3.48 kg

3.87 kg

3.01 kg

2.71 kg

3.30 kg

3.67 kg

Figure 5.10: Cross-section of the brake discs
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5.3.1

Analysis

A fully coupled thermomechanical model was set up to predict the
temperature changes of the brake disc shape caused by axial and radial
deformation. Thermal conduction and convective heat transfer were the two
modes of heat transfer considered. The convection heat transfer coefficient
was 80 W/m2K over all exposed surfaces, and radiative heat transfer was
considered negligible (Appendix F).

5.3.2

Result: Test 1 - Single-stop braking

Braking power in a single stop brake was computed assuming no slip at the
tyre/ground interface and that heat is generated at the friction interface of the
brake. The models were analysed based on a minimum vehicle mass of
1000kg to compare thermal stress results in medium conditions for single
stop and drag braking. Maximum surface temperatures were predicted at
nodes on the disc, e.g. at the effective radius. Figure 5.11 shows the
temperature distributions predicted from the models.
The lower temperatures predicted (below 200°C) were on models Gi-C, Gi-G
and Ss-H. Model Gi-C and Gi-G were made of cast iron, while model Ss-H,
was made of stainless steel (Figure 5.12). This shows that model Gi-G was
the most suitable model in terms of low temperature rise, thermal stress and
disc coning.
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Figure 5.11 Temperature contour plots
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Figure 5.12: Single stop braking analysis

The comprehensive stresses associated with these temperature rises can
cause yielding in compression of the material in the disc surfaces. Lower
thermal stress, below 150 MPa, was predicted on all except model Ss-A
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(Figure 5.12). Higher values of thermal stress were considered acceptable in
lower duty of braking, hence all models were analysed further.
The deformation of the brake disc due to thermal loading is apparent when
viewed through the disc cross section. The deformation of the brake disc
region is primarily attributed to the thermal expansion of the disc. The
magnitude of the coning displacement was calculated from the thermal
stress analysis throughout the simulated brake schedule. Model Gi-C and
Ss-D in Figure 5.12(c) showed unacceptable thermal deformation.
The results from a sensitivity study of thermal deflection with respect to the
disc mass at the end of braking (4 s) is shown in Figure 5.13 for model Gi-F.
Axial displacement (coning) was approximately 0.3 mm. Overall coning
prediction was between 0.17 mm to 0.38 mm for all models except the
externally vented designs (model Gi-C and Ss-D) which had a greater axial
displacement up to 1.22 mm. Model Ss-E, Gi-F and Ss-H showed a small
amount of axial displacement at the end of braking. Disc coning has to be
reduced as well as reducing stresses to minimise disc cracking and instability
of a lightweight disc. A further improvement to reduce disc coning is to create
slot depth or undercut between friction ring and the hat and adequate design
of the disc ring/top hat transition area should be considered. The reason for
the undercut is to reduce the stiffness of the joint between the friction disc
and the hat.
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Table 5.2: Simulation results for deflections of the rotor edge
Model

Ss-A

Gi-B

Gi-C

Ss-D

Ss-E

Gi-F

Gi-G

Ss-H

δ (μm)

380

370

1220

1190

270

300

220

170

Figure 5.13: Example of thermal deformation on model Gi-F in axial outboard
direction.

Maximum temperatures obtained from the thermomechanical analyses show
the superiority of cast iron over stainless steel in reducing surface
temperature and thermally induced stress (Figure 5.12a and 5.12b). In order
to absorb and transmit the heat generated at the friction interface, cast iron
has a high volumetric heat capacity (ρCp) and good thermal conductivity
compared to stainless steel. Although stainless steel has a low coefficient of
thermal expansion to minimise disc coning, it has higher density compared to
cast iron.
Two models were proposed to replace model Gi-G. These were model Ss-E
and Gi-F. Model Gi-F was made of cast iron and had good compressive
strength, but at the same time it had low tensile strength as the material was
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brittle and prone to microcracking in tension. Model Ss-E was not practical to
use in regenerative braking because of its weight i.e. model Gi-F, was more
suitable to use in RBS because 30% of the energy is recuperated in the
system and this will reduce thermal duty and hence temperature rise, thermal
stress and thermal deformation during braking. From the thermomechanical
analyses in single stop braking, a disc made of cast iron (which is the disc
Gi-F) was selected as a design model for vehicle masses lower than 1500 kg
that are equipped with regenerative braking.
Disc deflection was investigated for all models except models Gi-C and Ss-D
as shown in Figure 5.14. The results show negative values indicating that all
models deformed in an axially outward direction. Model Ss-H had a disc
thickness of 8 mm and was made of stainless steel, and this showed the
least amount of thermal coning (0.17 mm) of most models but slightly more
coning than model Ss-E when the temperature reached 50°C. This clearly
indicated the effect o the undercut on the friction disc and the “top hat”
transition region. Models Gi-G and Ss-H (without undercut) revealed the
largest amount of coning between temperatures of 50°C to 150°C. Reducing
the thermal coning of a brake disc needs an adequate amount of undercut
between the transition ring/top hat. Model Ss-H has the lowest thermal
coning, however this model was not further considered because it was too
heavy with a mass of 3.67 kg.
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Figure 5.14: Different amount of thermal coning between all models accept
model Gi-C and Ss-D

5.3.3

Result: Test 2 - Drag braking

Figure 5.15 shows that model Gi-G with 8 mm of disc thickness shows a
good analysis result in the thermomechanical analysis. The results also
showed a similarity under single stop braking. Therefore model Gi-F was
selected as the prototype lightweight disc because its mass was only 2.71
kg. Model Gi-G was not suitable to use as a lightweight disc because it was
heavy compared to model Gi-F.
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Figure 5.15: Drag braking analysis

The total amount of disc coning is shown in Figure 5.16. Although model GiG gives the second lowest disc coning compared to Ss-H, it shows faster
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time of axial deformation at 50°C (Figure 5.16), which has the lowest disc
coning. This is because disc Ss-H is made of stainless steel which has a
higher tensile strength but lower thermal conductivity. Table 5.3 shows the
thermal conductivity relationship between cast iron and stainless steel.
Table 5.3: Maximum stresses and conductivity. Adapted from Gere and
Timoshenko (1999)
Discs

Min. Tensile

Conductivity

Strength (MPa)

(W/mK)

Cast iron

310

53.3

Stainless steel

910

25.0

Temperature on brake effective radius (°C)
0
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‐0.0002

H
‐0.00025
‐0.0003

Figure 5.16: Different amount of thermal coning between all models
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5.3.4

Undercut effects

From the results of temperature distribution prediction, the 8 mm thickness of
the model Gi-G without undercut showed very little disc coning due to the
lower temperature rise. Therefore three different undercuts were modelled
for the Gi-G disc to analyse disc coning and mechanical stresses of the discs
(Figure 5.17).
The simulation was based on a maximum vehicle mass of 2000 kg to predict
disc coning under maximum braking duty for single stop braking. The results
showed that disc coning increased with the decrease of the undercut depth
1.5 mm (Figure 5.18) and the outboard side shows a higher value than the
inboard side. The optimum value was found to be 3.0 mm depth of undercut
which gave a lower stress at the critical area (Figure 5.19), below 153 MPa.
This value was acceptable since the tensile strength of cast iron is twice the
predicted value of Von Mises stress in the region at point P. Therefore, for a
lightweight disc design with 8 mm thickness, an undercut value of 3 mm was
predicted as the optimum value to control disc coning.
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Figure 5.17: Undercut values (1.5 mm, 2.5 mm and 3.0 mm) and Stress
profile at the critical area at point P
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Figure 5.18: Variation of disc coning with undercut
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Figure 5.19: Stress of the element at P

5.3.5

Offset between hat and friction ring

The distance between the hat and the friction ring or hat axial length (L)
affects the thermal deformation. Three types of the hat axial length (L) were
investigated (30 mm, 35 mm and 45 mm) to assess the deformation of
inboard and outboard outer diameters. Figure 5.20 shows the result of disc
coning for three values of hat axial length.

Disc coning (μm)

450
400
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300

outboard
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20
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40
Axial length of the hat (mm)

45

50

Figure 5.20: Effect of hat axial length on disc coning
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A theory of disc coning by Okamura (2006) predicted that the larger the hat
axial length, the smaller the disc coning but this theory is not numerically
confirmed. From the FEA results, it is shown that the disc coning reduced
from 420 μm to 320 μm as the axial length was increased from 30 mm to 35
mm but after that disc coning increased to 340 μm with any further increase
of the hat axial length. It was therefore considered that the larger value of L
will force internal movement and increase bending moments in the hat wall
for the longest hat length considered. The hat length of 35 mm was seen to
be the most suitable length and thus was selected for the design for a
lightweight disc for regenerative braking.

5.4. Discussion
The nearest designs to the prototype disc were Model Ss-A and Gi-B. From
the thermal stress analysis, considering temperature predictions for Model
Ss-A and Gi-B: both models showed high temperature rises at the disc
effective radius for both test methods. The maximum temperatures were
274°C and 211°C for both discs. Using cast iron as the material, both test
methods showed a lower value of temperature rise at 242°C and 183°C,
respectively. From the thermomechanical analysis and experimental
investigation on the prototype disc, the maximum (permissible) operating
temperature (MOT) was set to be 400°C for stainless steel. The MOT of cast
iron also was set to the same value of 400°C to prevent the disc surface
getting hotter as discussed in Chapter 6. This means that maximum mass of
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the vehicle must be set below 1000 kg and maximum speed must be limited
to a maximum of 80 km/h for 4.9 mm disc thickness.
The maximum disc surface temperatures and thermal stresses for model SsC and Gi-D were predicted to have unacceptable values, in the form of very
high temperature rise near the area of the external vents that is caused by
the contact with the friction material. These designs were not analysed under
drag braking because of the unacceptable axial thermal displacement. The
brake disc flange remained substantially cooler than the friction surfaces,
and radial expansion of the friction rings was restricted. Stresses were
increased in the brake disc and conical deformation occurred in the brake
disc flange. In addition, the brake disc surface temperatures were uneven so
the disc became deformed unevenly (Figure 5.12a and 5.12b).
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF BRAKE
DESIGNS

6.1. Introduction
The experimental work presented here utilised two test rigs: the first was
intended to find heat transfer coefficients for a ventilated brake disc (Figure
6.2) and for a solid brake disc using a brake test rig; and the second aimed
to find friction coefficient and heat transfer coefficient, and evaluate
temperatures and stresses for a standard ventilated disc (Section 4.3) and a
prototype lightweight disc (Section 4.4) using the Rototest chassis
dynamometer. Two measurements of heat transfer coefficients were needed
to compare the results between test rig and chassis dynamometer.
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The heat transfer data and friction coefficient data are required for the
boundary conditions in the FE modelling and the validation work is needed to
verify the predicted results.

6.1.1

Objective

The objective of the experimental work carried out on the brake rig was to
establish the heat transfer coefficient for both discs. A secondary objective
was to compare the cooling rates of a ventilated disc and the solid disc using
in brake test rig.

6.1.2

Equipment

The cooling rate of the ventilated brake disc was measured using the brake
test rig shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Brake test rig
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The brake test rig comprised an electric motor with a 2.24 kW 3-phase
electric power supply fitted with a ventilated cast iron brake disc (see Table
6.1) driven via a drive shaft assembly by the electric motor. The electric
motor can drive the brake disc at speeds from 480 – 4320 rev/min with a
maximum brake torque of 100 Nm. Brake actuation force was applied as
deadweight through a lever arm acting on a master cylinder piston; a
pressure gauge indicated the hydraulic pressure.
Measurement

of

the

disc

temperatures

was

made

using

rubbing

thermocouples mounted on the disc surface as shown in Figure 6.2. The
rubbing thermocouples were made from fine gauge wire thermocouple type
K (Nickel-Chromium v Nickel-Aluminium) which was connected to a TC-08
thermocouple data logger (Wawrzonek and Bialecki, 2007) with 8 input
channels. Rubbing thermocouples of this type are easy to install and use,
accurate, and inexpensive. Temperatures were measured on the outer disc
surface at a rubbing radius of 105.5 mm, as shown in Figure 6.2.
Temperature measurements were taken every one second using a Pico
Logger, which is a data converter from the thermocouple signal to binary
format for storage in the PC.
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Figure 6.2: Rubbing thermocouple on the outer disc surface

6.1.3

Thermocouple calibration

Each rubbing thermocouple was calibrated using a calibrated mercury-inglass thermometer as the nominal standard. All the rubbing thermocouples
were placed with the mercury-in-glass thermometer at the same time in a
water bath held at a constant temperature for 10 seconds. The thermometer
was read, and the thermocouple readings were logged. Five water bath
temperatures were used;
•

approximately 0°C (ice/water mixture),

•

room temperature about 17°C,

•

warm water about 40°C,

•

hot water at 70°C and

•

boiling water at about 100°C
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Figure 6.3 shows four results for each rubbing thermocouple indicating that
the measured temperatures were very similar to the thermometer reading.
Some errors were detected in the bath temperature readings which may be
caused by poor container insulation. This because of the dynamic response,
as the boiled water temperature dropped from 100°C to nearly 90°C in less
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Figure 6.3: Rubbing thermocouple calibration results
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6.1.4

Test procedure

The experiment commenced by measuring the ambient and disc reference
temperatures while running the electric motor at constant speed. Brake
actuation force was applied to heat the disc from 20°C to a maximum
temperature of about 110°C. The actuation force was released and the
temperature on the disc and hub surfaces was recorded until the
temperature decreased to 30°C.
Each experiment was run at three different speeds: 450 rpm, 800 rpm and
1200 rpm corresponding to vehicle speeds of 50 km/h, 80 km/h and 120
km/h. At each speed three different weights were applied (70 N, 50 N and 30
N) through a lever arm to create a steady actuation force on the master
cylinder piston.
The geometry of the disc brake components is shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Geometry and material properties.
Outer diameter of disc
Inside diameter of disc
Disc thickness
Disc effective radius
Piston area
Exposed surface area of disc
Mass of disc, m
Specific heat, Cp of disc
Disc density, ρ
Disc conductivity, k
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250 mm
172 mm
20 mm
105.5 mm
1.023 × 10-3 m2
0.09859 m2
4.0 kg
550 J/kgK
7050 kg/m3
53.3 W/mK

6.1.5

Analysis

The cooling data are shown for rotational speeds of 450 rpm, 800 rpm and
1200 rpm in Figure 6.4. Cooling is greater at high rotational speeds and the
ventilated disc shows a higher cooling efficiency than the solid disc at all
speeds. This is consistent with previously published findings
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Figure 6.4: Cooling curves for the disc brake

Newton’s Law of cooling was applied, which states that heat loss is
proportional to the temperature difference between the cooling body and its
surroundings. The heat dissipated by convection is determined by the
following equation,
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(6.1)
The heat energy absorbed by the disc is given by
KE

C ∆

(6.2)

hence
C

(6.3)

From equation (6.1), if the disc is at a higher temperature than the ambient
i.e. T -

> 0, then the disc is cooling down,
q=

∞

C

∞

,

(6.4)

hence
(6.5)

giving
∞

C
and so
1
∞

The solution is
1

hence
1
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1

and so

or
(6.6)
Where the time constant for cooling is,
C

(6.7)

From equation (6.7) the heat transfer coefficient, h can be calculated from
Equation 6.8,
C

(6.8)

Writing equation (6.6) in the form
(6.9)
It can be seen that a =

by comparison and b =

by comparison.

From equation (6.9)
(6.10)
and thus
ln

(6.11)

In Figure 6.5 the excess temperatures ln

versus time t are plotted. This

should give a straight line of slope 1/β in s-1 units. The quantity 1/β is known
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as the cooling rate for the brake disc at the prescribed speed. Once the
cooling rate is known, the heat transfer coefficient can be determined using
Equation 6.8.

ln
Gradient =

t
Figure 6.5: A straight line of slope 1 this should be 1/β in s-1 units

6.1.6

Results and discussion

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the cooling rate ln

versus time for a disc

brake rotating at the constant speed. This shows a good straight line which is
similar to Newcomb (1965), who calculated a cooling rate of 3.5×10-3 s-1 for a
particular disc and speed. As expected the cooling rate increased when the
rotational speed of the disc was increased. The ventilated disc shows good
correlations of cooling rate from 2.88×10-3s-1 unit to 4.44×10-3s-1 unit in
between rotational speeds of 450 rev/min and 1200 rev/min (sliding speed
between 4.97 m/s to 13.26 m/s). These results demonstrate that the cooling
rate of a ventilated disc is higher than for a solid disc; the vanes appear to
help the disc cool faster than a disc without vanes.
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Figure 6.6: Cooling rate of solid disc
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Figure 6.7: Cooling rate of ventilated disc
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6.1.7

Interim conclusions

A method has been presented to calculate the convective heat transfer
coefficient from the experimental data for different disc types and rotational
speeds. The average heat transfer coefficient of the ventilated disc was
higher than for the solid disc, and the effect of rotational speed was
important. According to Equation 6.8, the average heat transfer is not
affected by the area of a disc exposed to the air because the exposed
surface of both discs is the same; in reality, more surfaces area will increase
the amount of heat transfer.

6.2. Brake disc evaluation on the car using the chassis
dynamometer

6.2.1

Objectives

1. To measure disc surface temperatures in a drag braking test on two
types of brake disc (standard ventilated and prototype lightweight
disc).
2. To determine heat transfer coefficient under drag braking conditions
and compare the results with those from Section 6.1.
3. To measure the friction coefficient friction material against cast iron
and stainless steel.
4. To validate predicted results from FEA.
5. To measure friction material wear rates.
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6.2.2

Equipment

A portable chassis dynamometer was used to test the standard ventilated
and prototype lightweight disc in a test car. The chassis dynamometer,
known as a Rototest Energy chassis dynamometer, is a direct-drive axle type
in which there is no slip between the tyre and the dynamometer. The system
also has low inertia and an accurate measuring.
The chassis dynamometer measures wheel torque under different drive
simulation conditions. It comprises a motor unit (Figure 6.8), a drive and
main power supply cabinet, a controller, PC and real-time data logger
analysis and cabling.

The maximum power that can be absorbed and

generated is 100 kW, maximum torque is 2500 Nm (instantaneous) and 1180
Nm (continuous), maximum hub speed is 2100 rpm equivalent to a maximum
vehicle speed of 250 km/h. The dynamometer simulation capabilities include
standard driving cycles such as ECE/EG, US06, and FTP75 (Rototest,
2009).
The temperatures were measured through the rubbing thermocouples
connected through the data logger. The pressures and the torques were
measured through the corresponding transducers fitted in the dynamometer.
The drag braking test was carried out on both discs with one rubbing
thermocouple on the disc surface, one to the top hat (hub), and a third
thermocouple which was attached to the front wheel hub.
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Figure 6.8: Chassis dynamometer attached to the front wheels of the test car

6.2.3

Rototest torque calibration

The Rototest torque calibration was carried out according to the procedure
shown in Appendix D. Please refer to previous sections for thermocouple
calibration. The calibration results are shown in Table 6.3.
Table 6.2: Calibration results for off side and near side wheel

Off side

Near side

Torque set
(Nm)

Torque indicated
(Nm)

%
error

Torque set
(Nm)

Torque indicated
(Nm)

%
error

132.57

132.37

0.15

132.57

132.4

0.13

227.06

226.97

0.04

227.06

227.14

0.04

366.65

367.19

0.15

366.65

366.83

0.05

551.43

552.04

0.11

551.43

551.64

0.04

743.74

744.49

0.10

743.74

744.24

0.07

962.57

960.97

0.17

962.57

962.87

0.03
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Figure 6.9: Chassis dynamometer torque calibration (a) off side and (b) near
side wheel

6.2.4

Test procedure

The test car (approximate vehicle mass 1495 kg) was mounted to the
chassis dynamometer. The rotational speed was set at constant 30 km/h to
allow the new friction materials and new discs to become well bedded-in, as
explained in the test schedule (Appendix D).
Each brake pad was weighed and its thickness measured before starting
each experiment. The thickness was measured using a CMM as shown in
Figure 6.10; the backplate surface was measured at 4 points and then 16
points on the friction surface were recorded. The machine software (Inspect3D) calculated the thickness at each point on the friction surface. By
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measuring the friction materials’ weight and area of contact before and after
the experiment, the wear thickness could be calculated.

Figure 6.10: Measuring friction material thickness

Leading edge

Trailing edge

Figure 6.11: 16 points on friction materials on near side wheel (outside)

6.2.5

Analysis and results

6.2.5.1 Standard ventilated disc

An example temperature profile plotted again time is shown in Figure 6.12.
The maximum temperature rise recorded was 159°C after 20 bar brake fluid
pressure was applied for 10 seconds. The temperature at the disc hat
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showed an increase of 3.9°C, typically from 76.5°C to 80.4°C in
approximately 54 seconds. After the brake was released no further
temperature increase was noted at the wheel axle (Figure 6.13), and the disc
began to cool down from 159°C to 100°C in approximately 137 seconds.

Figure 6.12: Time series data of drag braking

The heat transfer was calculated as 1/β is 3.70×10-3 s-1 giving a time
constant β of 270 seconds (Equation 6.8) and the resulting value of the heat
transfer coefficient is 94 W/m2K; as shown in the following calculation below.
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Figure 6.13: Cooling temperature versus time

Calculation of heat transfer coefficient using Equation 6.8:
for the test car ventilated disc,

m = 5.23 kg,

and the total disc exposed area A = 0.113 m2 calculated in Appendix E,
from the graph
1/β = 3.70×10-3 s-1 unit
so

β = 270 seconds
giving
h = 94 W/m2K
The average heat transfer coefficient from 6 runs shown in Table 6.4
indicated that the average cooling rate on the standard ventilated disc
surface with the cooling fan was 90 W/m2K.
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Table 6.3: Convective heat dissipation
Run 1

86.5

W/m2K

Run 2

94.0

W/m2K

Run 3

89.1

W/m2K

Run 4

86.5

W/m2K

Run 5

89.1

W/m2K

Run 6

94.0

W/m2K

Average

90.0

W/m2K

Using the data from the experimental test work of Section 6.2.5, the value of
µ was calculated at stages during the full test cycle. The friction coefficient
was calculated from the formula;
(6.12)

The average friction coefficient calculated for the friction material in contact
with the standard ventilated disc was 0.41 (within the range of dry sliding)
(Blau and McLaughlin, 2003). The friction coefficient increased with
temperature from 100°C to 130°C and then remained constant to 160°C. In
the FEA the friction coefficient was assumed constant at all times.
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Figure 6.14: Calculated friction coefficient of ventilated disc

6.2.5.2 Prototype lightweight disc

The prototype lightweight disc was made of stainless steel and bolted to the
hub as a complete thin solid disc (Section 3.10). The disc’s exposed surface
area was 0.104 m2 (Appendix E). The type of friction material used in the
experiment was a standard NAO.
Friction material wear (Section 6.2.3) was plotted before and after the drag
braking test for both pads on the near side wheel (Table 6.5 and Figure
6.15). Table 6.5 and 6.6 are examples of the different thickness layers of the
near side friction material. From the two graphs, two layers were plotted. The
first layer is for the new pad measured on 16.12.2010 (Test 1), the second
layer was measured on 19.01.2011 (Test 2). Both friction materials show the
wear profile at different locations of leading and trailing edges of the friction
material. The lowest layer is shown in Figure 6.15, after the shape has been
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changed to form a sloping surface. This is because of the high disc
temperatures in drag braking which encourage disc thermal coning.
Table 6.4: Friction material thickness (outside) in mm for near side wheel
Test 1
1
2
3

13.48 4
13.248 5
12.943 6
1

Test 2
1
2
3

13.303 4
13.081 5
12.852 6
1

7
13.536 8
13.278 9
12.942 10

13.627
13.553 11
13.291 12
12.978 13

2

7
13.337 8
13.079 9
12.838 10

3

13.418
13.356 11
13.085 12
12.832 13
3

2

13.55 14
13.298 15
12.981 16
4

13.362 14
13.102 15
12.832 16
4

13.538
13.294
12.978
5

13.343
13.076
12.847
5

Trailing edge

Leading edge

Figure 6.15: Layers of friction material wear for near side (outside)
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Table 6.5: Friction material thickness (piston side) in mm for near side wheel
Test 1
1
2
3

13.042 4
12.798 5
12.581 6
1

Test 2
1
2
3

12.861 4
12.707 5
12.531 6

Trailing edge

1

7
13.063 8
12.819 9
12.545 10

13.139
13.069 11
12.826 12
12.574 13

2

7
12.825 8
12.669 9
12.535 10

3

12.865
12.799 11
12.631 12
12.566 13
3

2

13.06 14
12.824 15
12.556 16
4

12.806 14
12.617 15
12.473 16
4

13.031
12.783
13.58
5

12.758
12.592
12.471
5

Leading edge

Figure 6.16: Layers of friction material wear for near side (piston side)
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Table 6.6: Friction material masses of near side and off side wheel. Friction
material density, ρ = 2620 kg/m3, and friction area, Ap = 3.53×10-3 m2
Near side wheel
Test 1

deviations

Test 2

Mass (gram)

Mass (gram)

Mass (gram)

Piston side

343.5

0.7

342.8

Outside

330.3

0.7

329.6

Off side wheel
Piston side

347.0

0.6

346.4

Outside

330.1

0.6

329.5

The measured friction ring temperatures rose from 100°C to a maximum of
250°C in 10 seconds of braking using about 20 bar of applied hydraulic
pressure. In one particular cycle, for example, the brake pedal was applied to
20 bar line pressure for 10 seconds which resulted in a temperature rise from
100°C to 257°C. Once the brake was released, the disc temperatures kept
increasing to reach 271°C in 5.6 seconds before dropping. This is because
thermal energy is transferred between regions. The disc was allowed to cool
down to a nominal 100°C. In the exemplar cycle, the prototype lightweight
disc needed 158 seconds to cool down from 257°C to 100°C.
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Figure 6.17: Rubbing thermocouple on the hub of the prototype lightweight
disc with a dial gauge to indicate the disc coning deflection

Figure 6.18: Temperatures and pressure measurement on the off-side front
wheel prototype lightweight disc

The surface temperatures of the hat section increased from 61°C to 63°C in
10 seconds and continued climbing to 73°C before decreasing gradually to
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61°C. The axle temperature did not change over the brake application of 10
seconds’ duration. Hence, this shows that, in a short braking time, the
bearing in the wheel axle would not experience any significant temperature
rise.

Figure 6.19: Temperature rise to 282°C in 10 seconds and cooling down to
100°C in 171.5 seconds

The disc cooled quickly at first while hot and the rate of cooling slowed down
gradually as the temperature of the disc approached the ambient
temperature. The maximum temperature recorded was 275°C. The
temperature cooled down to 100°C in 171 seconds with a constant wheel
speed of 273 rev/min.
Figure 6.20 shows the comparison between the prototype lightweight disc
and the standard ventilated disc under constant speed drag braking. The
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prototype lightweight disc was thinner than the ventilated disc, and showed a
greater temperature increase of approximately 120°C.

Figure 6.20: Short drag braking temperature rise comparison

The ambient temperature was 13°C. Figure 6.21 shows the experimental
results of the cooling rate, 1/β, used to calculate convective heat dissipation
for both discs. The prototype lightweight disc mass was 3.2 kg and the
standard ventilated disc was 5.3 kg; the exposed surface areas were 0.104
m2 and 0.113 m2 respectively. The cooling rate of the prototype lightweight
disc was calculated as 0.0053s-1 and for the standard ventilated disc it was
0.0037s-1. Using Equation 6.8, the convective heat transfer coefficient for the
prototype lightweight discs was 75 W/m2K, and for the standard ventilated
disc it was 94 W/m2K.
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Figure 6.21: Convective heat dissipation calculation on prototype lightweight
disc and standard ventilated disc

The friction coefficient of the standard friction material (NAO) was calculated
based on Equation 6.12. From the graph, the average friction calculated for
the prototype lightweight disc with NAO friction material was 0.37 whereas
for a standard ventilated disc made of cast iron in contact with NAO it was
0.41. The results show good correlation with the previous observation that
cast iron has a higher friction coefficient than stainless steel against certain
types of standard friction material (Yuen, 1992).
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Figure 6.22: Friction coefficient with prototype brake disc

After 100 brake applications on the prototype disc, it was found that the disc
displayed signs of ‘blue spotting’, indicating that it had been exposed to high
temperatures (Figure 6.23). This situation may be created by continued drag
braking or by brake system imbalance. Evidence of ‘blue spotting’ means
that the disc should be inspected to make sure it is not damaged e.g.
cracked. If this situation is left unchecked it can result in martensite
transformation and eventual cracking.
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Figure 6.23: Hot spots occurring after 100 brake applications

6.3. Chapter summary
A standard ventilated disc was tested on the chassis dynamometer to
measure the temperature distribution on the disc friction surface, on the disc
hat and on the wheel axle heat using rubbing thermocouples connected
through a data logger; the wheel torque was also recorded on the Rototest
system. The heat transfer coefficients were calculated after 100 brake
applications for both discs. The measured value of heat transfer coefficient
was 94 W/m2K (ventilated) and 75 W/m2K (prototype). Both experiments
were conducted at the same room temperature (13°C) with air from a cooling
fan at an air velocity of 3.5 m/s, placed at a one metre distance from the
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wheel. The results show that the prototype lightweight disc can transfer heat
almost as well as the standard ventilated disc.
A significant difference was in the temperature rise of the two disc types. For
the prototype lightweight disc the temperature rise was a maximum of 260°C
compared with 160°C for the standard ventilated disc (both discs were tested
by the same procedure). The relationship between temperature change and
heat energy change is governed by the specific heat; the specific heat of
stainless steel is 460 J/kgK which is lower than cast iron (550 J/kgK). Ideally
a brake should be made from a material with a high specific heat to give a
smaller temperature rise for a given amount of energy transferred into the
brakes. A small temperature rise means the brakes are less heavily thermally
loaded.

6.4. General discussion
Energy recuperated from a RBS depends on the size of the M/G; the bigger
the size the more electric power will be produced, but high braking torque
during braking could lead to wheel lock (Section 3.3.3). A suitable M/G size
was 40 kW for use in a medium-sized passenger car with a mass of between
1000 kg and 1500 kg based on the calculation in Appendix A. This power is
for a constant speed on a flat road, at lower speeds, or driving in urban areas
in which the average load power is much lower. When braking, the 40 kW
M/G itself could provide the required brake torque without FB to slow down
the vehicle at decelerations under 0.4g and could be recuperated from 30%
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up to 45% of the total braking energy in a single-stop braking situation
depending on the system efficiency. However, when the vehicle deceleration
is higher than 0.4g, the FB has to provide the required vehicle deceleration.
Using a 40 kW M/G gives low duty to the FB and potentially requires small
FB or reduction in mass of the standard brake to a lighter brake disc.
Regenerative braking cannot be used when a battery is fully charged, as the
battery will get hot while charging for a long period. The battery energy
capacity and transfer rate (power) is the most important component of the
vehicle with regenerative braking. It is closely related to vehicle performance,
fuel usage, fuel displacement, initial cost, and operation cost. The most
important variables in the energy storage design are the storage energy and
power capacities. The top state of charge (SOC) with fully charged energy
storage (which is usually equal to 1), and SOC bottom is the SOC of the
energy storage at which the operation mode is switched from the pure EV
mode. The power control unit’s objectives (Figure 2.5) are: (1) to meet the
power demand of the driver; (2) to operate each component with optimal
efficiency; (3) to recapture braking energy as much as possible; and (4) to
maintain the SOC of the battery in a vehicle with regenerative braking.
The prototype lightweight brake disc design was based on the on the friction
brake lower duty in a vehicle with RBS. The key objective was to investigate
the disc thermomechanical capabilities of a prototype lightweight disc. The
disc/hub was not investigated or optimised. There may be limitations of high
temperatures in the prototype disc, but the important aspect was to
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investigate a way of reducing vehicle mass, focusing on a new design of
lightweight disc brake for a car with regenerative braking.
In designing a lightweight prototype disc data must be collected in order to
understand the operational design limitations. A checklist of design
limitations should contain all the aspects that a prototype lightweight disc
would require to develop a comprehensive design scope. The checklist in the
bubble diagram (Section 3.6.2) was developed from discussions with two or
more people (also known as brainstorming) to gather the ideas. Not all
aspects in the bubble diagram were used to develop the design scope, and
only the main points were important, as discussed in Section 3.6.2.
Eight lightweight disc models were proposed for analysis based on 3D FEM
thermomechanical behaviour to predict temperature distribution, stresses,
thermal deformation and effect on the design parameter, including the
influence of the undercut value (Section 5.3.4); offset between the hat and
the friction ring was also investigated. Model Gi-G made of cast iron (3.3 kg)
was selected as a good disc in terms of thermal stress analysis because it
showed lower temperatures and lower thermal stresses in single stop
braking and drag braking. However, model Ss-H was shown to have a
smaller amount of thermal deformation (disc coning). The design of the
model Gi-G has been improved to minimise disc coning by increasing
undercut value and setting the distance to 35 mm between hat and friction
ring. The disc coning decreases with the increase of the undercut value
(Figure 5.18).
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High braking deceleration from high speed is the most demanding aspect in
the legislation in terms of braking system performance. High braking duty is
always involved when a vehicle is required to stop in a short time and over a
short distance. To stop the vehicle in a short time involves another five main
factors as discussed in brake performance (Section 2.3), including braking
torque and power. The maximum rise in temperature when braking from 100
km/h to a complete stop in 4 seconds was recorded at 274°C, and the total
deflection of the outboard side was 380 µm. The brake torque of the front
wheel was calculated as 1174 Nm and the brake power was 112 kW based
on normal driving conditions (Appendix B).
Aluminium has a lower density than cast iron and stainless steel. Cast
aluminium and aluminium-based metal matrix composites (MMC) have been
proposed for brake discs and drums in recent years (Barton, 2008). An
aluminium MMC describes a type of lightweight high-performance aluminium
alloys/composites. The weight benefits of Aluminium MMC disc brake can be
as much as 45-61% (Huang and Paxton, 1998). Thermal conductivity of this
material is much higher, and it is capable of rapidly conducting heat from the
friction surface. However, Al-MMC has not been studied in this thesis
because it has a low MOT (450°C); it is thus too soft, leading to poor wear
resistance, and is generally unsuitable for use in road vehicles.
The prototype disc was made of stainless steel, which has a high tensile
strength, and shows lower disc coning compared to cast iron. However, in
terms of temperature distribution and thermal stress, stainless steel shows
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better thermal properties compared to cast iron. This is because stainless
steel has a lower thermal conductivity and heat capacity in order to absorb
and transmit the heat generated at the friction interface. Stainless steel was
thus suitable for use for a lower braking duty because it will run at higher
temperatures. However, it has two problems: lower thermal mass and higher
temperature distribution.
Friction material compressibility is very important in order to maintain uniform
pressure distribution at the friction interface. A softer friction material, i.e.
lower Young’s modulus, will give a larger contact area and a more uniform
pressure distribution. Friction materials are designed to be wear-resistant but
not excessively so since wear can be advantageous in promoting uniform
contact and pressure distributions. The benefits of using a material with
lower stiffness in terms of a more uniform contact pressure to the friction
surface and evenly distributed heat generation have been confirmed. The
friction material must meet the objective of ensuring consistent frictional
properties under all kinds of braking conditions. Sintered metal friction
material is often used with stainless steel rotors because it offers more useful
and consistent frictional qualities.
Temperature measurements have been carried out on both prototype
lightweight discs and ventilated discs on the chassis dynamometer. There
are many types of temperature measuring systems for use on disc brakes,
such as infrared thermoscanners, embedded thermocouples, and rubbing
thermocouples. Here rubbing thermocouples were used to measure the
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friction surface temperature of the brake discs. They are suitable for
measuring brake disc temperatures as they gave accurate readings (Section
6.13), were easy to use, low cost, robust, and low maintenance. Experiments
were conducted to measure temperature on the friction surface and compare
the results with FEA predictions for verification purposes.
A chassis dynamometer (Rototest, explained in Section 6.2.2) was used to
test the prototype lightweight and ventilated disc. The advantages of using
the chassis dynamometer were its low inertia and accurate torque
measurement (Section 6.2.3). An experiment was also conducted to predict
a heat transfer coefficient, h for the prototype lightweight and the standard
ventilated disc and then the heat transfer coefficient was used as a boundary
condition in the FEA. There were some disadvantages of using the Rototest:
it needed quite a long time to install the wheel adapter to the vehicle, an
assistant to install it, and a large space and flat hard surface area.
The experimental results of the prototype lightweight disc produced a greater
cooling rate but higher maximum temperature. The cooling rate was greater
because of the exposed surface area. The mass of the prototype lightweight
disc was about half that of the ventilated disc, therefore, it had about twice
the temperature increase of the ventilated disc. The measured temperatures
have been compared with the numerical results (Section 4.4); the 3D
thermomechanical analysis used in the FEA gave a good estimation of the
temperature distribution in the simulation results.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1

Summary

The demands for regenerative braking in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) or
electric vehicles (EVs) have encouraged this research to investigate the
possibility of downsizing the friction brakes by means of a lightweight brake
disc that can be used in passenger cars with a regenerative braking system.
The research indicates that friction brake discs on the front wheel of a car
could be downsized by 40% for each disc, e.g. from 5 kg to 3 kg.
Experimental work has been completed using a lightweight prototype disc on
a test car mounted on a chassis dynamometer in order to measure the
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temperature

distributions.

The

temperatures,

stresses

and

thermal

deformations were measured for a lightweight prototype disc. Compared to
previously published work (Barton, 2008) most recent researchers have used
lightweight materials for the brake discs, e.g. aluminium alloys or carbonceramic, but these have failed so far because of low MOT, and high
manufacturing costs. The research presented here uses a conventional
material with a good MOT and wear life.
The design of the prototype disc was initially determined by means of a
design concept analysis and eventually used a motorcycle brake disc as a
convenient way of realising the design. The mass of the prototype disc was
only 3.2 kg compared to the standard ventilated disc, 5.3 kg. The maximum
brake power of the prototype disc was 78 kW when using regenerative
braking (30% energy recuperation on RB) (Section 3.7) compared to 112 kW
without regenerative braking. The design of the prototype disc (Section 3.10)
included an adaptor and two additional spacers. The characteristics of the
prototype disc were then analysed by FEA to predict temperatures, stresses
and thermal deformations. The FE model was verified on the actual
component by conducting dynamometer tests in order to validate the FEA
results.
Disc brake temperature predictions for the prototype and ventilated discs
have been analysed. Results for the prototype and ventilated discs showed
good correlation with experimental results under conditions of constant
speed drag braking with a wheel rotational speed of 273 rev/min (30 km/h).
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The heat flux was derived from the pressure distribution predicted by the
contact analysis and was applied to the transient thermal analysis to yield the
temperature time history for the braking simulation.
An analytical method has been presented to calculate the effectiveness of
regenerative braking energy recuperation. The results showed that higher
M/G power capacity gives a lower duty requirement to the friction brakes i.e.
it requires less friction braking in normal braking situations. Suitable M/G
sizes were predicted using MATLAB simulation for single-stop braking. After
the M/G power capacity had been predicted, the M/G sizes were used to
predict the available energy recuperated in different types of driving cycles in
ADVISOR.
In order to verify the analysis, a study conducted by Tirovic was repeated for
comparison and verification purposes and an experimental investigation to
determine the temperature distribution in the brake disc was carried out. A
3D FEA using thermomechanical analysis was compared with Tirovic’s work
to confirm the accuracy of the simulation. The reason for performing the
comparison with previous work was to evaluate the use of 3D FEA complete
with friction material, and the results showed good agreement. The FE
predictions were also compared with results from with experimental work
which was conducted with two different vehicle tests to examine the
temperature rise (single-stop braking and drag braking).
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Thermomechanical analysis was used in a calculation of temperature and
pressure distribution between two sliding bodies (3D model of disc and
pads), and heat was generated due to frictional sliding. In thermomechanical
surface interaction, the rate of frictional energy dissipation was given by the
frictional stress and the slip rate used in ABAQUS. The total heat generated
on the friction contact interface is the sum of the heat flux into the disc and
the heat flux into the pad, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. The amount of
energy dissipated by wear was very small relative to the heat generated by
friction, so the effect of material wear was considered negligible. Frictional
contact problems in 3D models are among the most difficult problems in
mechanics, so the use of a thermomechanical solution was the right choice
to predict temperature distribution for friction brakes; this is an area of great
concern when designing a brake system.
The effect of the undercut plays an important role in designing a stable
friction brake especially in terms of disc deformation (coning). The stresses
arising from thermal effects are much higher than purely mechanical
stresses. As the friction ring heats up, it becomes a lot hotter than the top hat
section of the disc; the friction ring expansion is constrained by the top hat,
giving rise to stress and coning. The undercut is used to minimise coning as
well as to reduce stresses, as discussed in Section 5.3.4. It was shown that a
3 mm depth of undercut will reduce the disc coning as well as stresses.
The effect of changing the distance between the top hat and the friction ring
was significant for the disc coning. It showed that the minimum coning
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occurred at a hat to disc distance of 35mm. Either side of this value, the
coning increased. This is because the hat of the disc expands axially due to
thermal expansion proportional to the hat axial length and the temperature
increase from the initial condition. The distance also affects the flatness of
the friction ring. From the investigation, it was found that this effect must be
carefully designed in order to reduce disc coning and stresses.
A small test rig was used to measure the brake cooling and the heat transfer
coefficient for typical ventilated and solid discs. The test used one rubbing
thermocouple on the face of the friction ring connected to a data logger for
temperature measurement. Speed was adjusted using a hand held
tachometer. Temperature rise was plotted against time and was then
analysed to compare brake cooling between ventilated and solid discs for
different speeds. The results showed good agreement of the heat transfer
coefficients, where the ventilated disc predicted a higher heat transfer
coefficient than the solid disc.
A coordinate measuring machine (CMM) was used to obtain dimensional
measurement, profile

measurement, angularity or orientation, depth

mapping, digitizing or imaging, and shaft measurement. The CMM was
calibrated before taking the measurement, using a 1 inch (25.4 mm)
calibration sphere. The thickness of the friction material was measured and
the change from pre-to post-test condition was shown in Figures 6.15 and
6.16. This confirmed that the CMM can be used to investigate the friction
material wear.
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7.2

Conclusions

A lightweight brake disc (Figure 7.1) can be used in place of the standard
brake disc on a small passenger car with regenerative braking effectively up
to a defined duty level. Beyond that duty level (which would represent an
“emergency” brake application, e.g. ≥ 75% g at GVM from maximum vehicle
speed, Vmax , the disc would work but would suffer damage (perhaps along
with other brake components) which might well be severe enough to require
replacement. In this case, the speed of the car would have to be restricted to
ensure safety.

Figure 7.1: Lightweight prototype brake disc

The design method of a lightweight friction brake for regenerative braking
can usefully follow a formal design procedure, e.g.;
1. Predict the duty cycle for a lightweight and standard disc on a vehicle
with regenerative braking.
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2. Complete a transient thermomechanical analysis using FEA and
evaluate the effect of design parameters on temperature distributions,
stresses and thermal deformations.
3. Propose a disc design.
4. Fabricate a prototype disc based on the design process and validate
the simulation FE results by experiment.
5. Test, evaluate and develop the disc in operation using a chassis
dynamometer.
As mentioned in the literature review, a HEV or an EV uses a conventional
brake and an electric motor/generator combined to provide some
regenerative braking to stop a vehicle or reduce vehicle speed. The duty
levels of friction brakes in passenger cars with regenerative braking are
therefore lower compared to those of conventional vehicles. The analysis
shows that up to 40% of braking energy is reduced by RBS, allowing the low
duty requirements of the friction brake to turn to the possibility of using
lightweight brakes on medium-sized passenger cars weighing below 2000
kg.
The combination of friction braking and regenerative braking can reduce the
duty level on the front friction brakes to the extent that a lightweight brake
disc could be designed and used effectively to provide the required
performance levels. Based on the simulation results, the total braking energy
in single-stop braking from 15 km/h could be recuperated by a 30 kW of M/G.
This study has quantified the potential for the use of lightweight brake discs
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for friction braking in conjunction with regenerative braking using standard
M/Gs within drive cycles.
The simulation results from the FEA of the prototype disc show higher
mechanical stresses around the holes and low thermal stress on the friction
surface. It was shown that the prototype disc was suitable for low braking
duty. A lighter brake disc made from cast iron is more thermally stable
compared to a stainless steel lightweight disc but shows higher disc coning.
More work needs to be done on the design, focusing on disc ring/hub
connection and geometry.
Based on analyses of temperature on different designs, it can be concluded
that two of the lightweight disc models were suitable for medium vehicle
mass below 2000 kg equipped with regenerative braking. The design set of
lightweight models and procedures was established with a suitable set of
models which it was known can be used as lightweight friction brakes for
vehicles with regenerative braking.
The design of the connection between the friction ring and the hub is
important in a lightweight brake disc. The importance of this connection has
been recognised and understood for many years (Okamura and Yumoto,
2006) and car brake disc designers pay careful attention to the design of the
so-called “top hat” region of the disc. Which friction face is mounted to the
top hat, and the design of “undercut” both enable coning to be controlled
within acceptable limits. However the lightweight brake disc of the type
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proposed here has a completely different temperature profile, both in terms
of the magnitude of the temperatures reached during braking, and the
distribution of temperature in the disc. This is also known from the use of
lightweight discs on motorcycles but, again, the duty levels are much
different. This work predicts the magnitude and distribution of temperature in
a lightweight brake disc for a passenger car and consequently the expected
coning. It therefore provides an indication of what design steps must be
taken to keep coning to acceptable levels in operation.
It can be concluded that stainless steel is a suitable material for a lightweight
brake disc in terms of mechanical and thermal strength, provided that the
tribological characteristics are suitable (e.g. it might be advantageous to use
different pad materials). Stainless steel is suitable to be used for disc
thicknesses less than 8 mm because stainless steel has three times the
tensile strength of cast iron (Table 5.3). For disc thicknesses of 8 mm or
greater cast iron is suitable because of its high thermal conductivity and low
Young’s modulus, which limit the amount of disc damage caused by the heat
flux generated by friction.
When choosing the best disc material, aside from the properties which have
been referred to in Section 5.3.3, the heat capacity of the material has been
shown to be as significant as the thermal conductivity. Disc material with
higher heat capacity can decrease both the maximum surface temperature
and the maximum stress applied to the disc surface. But stainless steel
seems to be a good material for a lightweight disc, and it is better than Al198

MMC because of its higher MOT. A disc made of stainless steel is designed
to minimise stresses and distortion.
The contribution made by this research work to the field of vehicle braking is
twofold. Firstly, the friction brakes can be downsized on a car with
regenerative braking. Reducing the mass of the brake disc must consider
temperatures, stresses, wear, deformation and durability. Second the
example developed in this research illustrates that it is possible to reduce the
brake disc mass by using a lightweight solid disc. The thesis also presents a
design approach for a lightweight brake disc based on mathematical and
numerical (CAE) analysis with than associated experimental investigation.
Conclusions relating to the scientific knowledge;
1. A lightweight friction brake can be used on a small passenger car with
regenerative braking using the design approach.
2. Up to 40% of braking energy could be recuperated by regenerative
braking on a passenger car weighing below 2000 kg using a 30 kW
motor/generator.
3. The lightweight prototype disc showed higher mechanical stresses
around the bolt holes.
4. Stainless steel disc thickness less than 8 mm and cast iron disc
thickness greater than 8 mm are chosen in passenger car with
regenerative braking.
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5. A brake disc material with higher capacity can decrease both
maximum surface temperature and maximum stress on the disc
friction surface.

7.3

Recommendations

Up to 1/3 of the standard friction brake disc mass could be reduced using a
lightweight design. The disc thickness plays an important role, and it has
been shown that 4.9 mm of thickness is suitable for small vehicles (≤ 1000
kg) with a maximum speed of below 80 km/h, 6 mm of disc thickness is
suitable for vehicles with a mass of below 1500 kg with a maximum speed of
120 km/h, and 8 mm of disc thickness is suitable for vehicles with a mass not
greater than 2000 kg with a maximum speed of below 180 km/h. Figure 7.2
shows a comparison of the disc thickness variations with the outer diameter
of various types of standard disc. It is shown that disc outer diameter has to
be considered in selecting a suitable disc for a hybrid or electric car; e.g. the
maximum disc outer diameter for 5 mm thickness is 255 mm based on the
discs’ relationship in Figure 7.2.
In relation to small disc thickness variations between 5 mm and 8 mm, a new
design of brake caliper could be designed in order to reduce brake mass and
unsprung vehicle mass. The design of a lightweight brake caliper could be
optimised, as discussed by Tirovic and Sergent (2010). The advantage of
thinner discs is that the volume of brake caliper could be reduced while
maintaining the same stiffness level of brake caliper. Further work would
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involve designing a lightweight caliper using Topology optimisation and FE
modelling.
Further work to design the friction ring attachment to the disc hub to minimise
stresses and deformations should be carried out. This would most usefully
be directed towards a particular vehicle braking system. A programme of a
full experimental validation of an actual design of lightweight friction brake
disc on a vehicle should be completed.
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Figure 7.2: Friction ring thickness and outer diameter of brake rotor from
benchmarking
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In the process of developing a novel lightweight brake disc, various
consumer concerns, such as reducing efficiency and NVH issues, must be
considered in parallel. Vehicle packaging and neighbouring functions in a
brake system or vehicle might produce a number of restrictions in the design
of brake discs. Nevertheless, designing a new lightweight brake disc must
fulfil the different needs of a particular vehicle and include the knowledge
acquired from the parametric study in this work.
Greater offset of the hat, deeper necking and thicker friction rings are
suggested for inclusion in analyses of individual vehicles. The results
demonstrate a thermally stable lightweight brake disc design by assigning
strategies for dimensional restrictions to meet the design objective stated in
Chapter 3, section 3.5. The disc coning can be reduced by increasing the
undercut and setting a suitable hat length to keep the friction ring under
tolerable stress.
FEA is very powerful design tool for predicting temperature distributions,
thermal stresses and disc coning in the thermomechanical analysis, and for
assessing and ranking different types of brake geometry and material.
Critical performance predictions also involve vibration analysis; i.e. NVH,
including brake squeals, have to be taken into consideration alongside
thermomechanical analysis once a lightweight disc model has been
proposed.

Experimental measurement is the most important method of

verifying the analytical calculation after designing a lightweight disc; it
involves many stages such as laboratory tests using chassis dynamometer
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and road tests. Although the FEM is a very powerful tool, there is still not
enough input in studying the braking problem, especially in RBS. The next
step in developing a lightweight prototype disc is to develop the experimental
techniques on a dynamometer or with a road test method; this would involve
a number of categories:
1. Strength of the disc during high load test to predict crack growth and
maximum loading on prototype disc.
2. Wheel brake performance to carry out auto motor sport (AMS) and
high speed fading test (HFT) to demonstrate more realism in different
weather conditions have to be included.
3. Brake disc vibration to reduce noise during braking and the provision
of enhanced due to disc thickness variation should be carried out.
4. Vehicle test evaluating measurements from different vehicles, driving
profiles and overall braking system involving individual components
such as actuating system, wheel brake, ABS/ESC and electronic
brake system also need to be taken before the prototype lightweight
disc brake can be used in passenger cars.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
MATLAB programme simulation.
%============================== S T A R T =================================
clc;
%==========================================================================
% Vehicle data based on a Test Car in Automotive Lab University of Bradford
%==========================================================================
E = 1833;
% Wheel base (mm)
h = 565;
% centre of gravity (mm)
P_1 = 8045;
% Front axle weight at ground (N)(previous values 9205 N)
P_2 = 6622;
% Rear axle weight at ground (N)(previous values 7575 N)
P = P_1 + P_2;
% Total weight (N)equal to 1495 kg of vehicle mass
%==========================================================================
% Variable to change. Calculate vehicle time to stop
V_kmph = 15
% Vehicle speed in km/h
J = 1.47;
% Deceleration (m/s^2)at 15%g
V_1 = V_kmph*1000/(60*60); % Vehicle speed (m/s)
V_2 = 0;
% Calculate and plot Adhesion Utilisations (fn) for Rates of Braking (z)
% from zero to unity.
%==========================================================================
% Front disc brake data
%==========================================================================
pt = 0.075;
% Threshold pressure (MPa)
p = [0:1:8];
% Brake pressure (MPa)
D = 53.88;
% Front piston diameter (mm)
A = (pi*(D^2))/4;
% Piston area (mm^2)
m = 0.4;
Re = 101;
% disc effective radius (mm)
Rr = 291.5;
% tyre rolling radius (mm)
Tb = 4.*(p - pt).*A.*m.*Re/1000;
% Nm
Fbf = 4.*(p - pt).*A.*m.*Re./Rr;
% Required front wheel braking force N
%==========================================================================
% Rate of braking z
z=(Fbf./P)+(Fbr./P);
% Front down force (N)
N_1 = P_1 + (P.*z.*h./E);
% Rear down force (N)
N_2 = P_2 - (P.*z.*h./E);
f_1 = Fbf./N_1;
f_2 = Fbr./N_2;
X1X2 = Fbf./Fbr;
Zfront = Fbf./P;
Zrear = Fbr./P;
% Calculate wheel omega (rad/s)
omega = V_1*1000/Rr
% Calculate wheel speed Nw (rpm)
Nw = omega*60/2*pi;
% V_1 = U + Jt
t = (V_1-V_2)/J;
% Distance
S = V_2*(max(t)) + 0.5*J*(max(t))^2
% Vehicle kinetic energy
M = 1495;
% Vehicle mass (kg)
X_1 = 0.8;
% front distribution
% front disc kinetic energy KE (kJ)
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KE = X_1*0.5*M*((V_1)^2)*0.5/1000;
% Front braking force Fbf (N)
Fbfreg = M*J*X_1/2 % for single disc
% Brake power
Pbrake = Fbfreg*V_1
Tbfreg = Fbfreg*Rr/1000
Pbrake_1 = Tbfreg*omega
% Axle front Brake torque (Nm)
Tbf = Fbf*Rr/1000;
% braking power Pb (kW)
Pb = Fbf*V_1/2000;
t = (0: 0.1: t);
%==========================================================================
% Regenerative motor Torque (Tr)
%==========================================================================
Power_10kW = 10000; % W
Power_20kW = 20000; % W
Power_30kW = 30000; % W
Power_40kW = 40000; % W
Power_50kW = 50000; % W
Power_60kW = 60000; % W
%nn = length(Power);
N = [2000:1000:10000];
Tr(1,:) = (Power_10kW.*60)./(6.*pi.*N); % Nm
Tr(2,:) = (Power_20kW.*60)./(6.*pi.*N); % Nm
Tr(3,:) = (Power_30kW.*60)./(6.*pi.*N); % Nm
Tr(4,:) = (Power_40kW.*60)./(6.*pi.*N); % Nm
Tr(5,:) = (Power_50kW.*60)./(6.*pi.*N); % Nm
Tr(6,:) = (Power_60kW.*60)./(6.*pi.*N); % Nm
% Calculate CVT lower gear ratio i_1
i_1 = min(N)/Nw
%Calculate Torque regenerative for lower Treg (Nm)
%i_1 = 0.555;
%CVT lower gear ratio (0.455)
n
= 2.763;
%high gear ratio (5.763)
nu = 0.9;
%CVT efficiency
Treg_min=i_1*n*Tr*nu;
% Calculate CVT higher gear ratio i_2
i_2 = max(N)/Nw
%Calculate Torque regenerative for higher Treg (Nm)
%i_2 = 3.47;
%CVT higher gear ratio
n
= 2.763;
%high gear ratio
nu = 0.9;
%CVT efficiency
Treg_max=i_2*n*Tr*nu
%Regenerative force minimum, Frmin
Frmin = Treg_min/Rr*1000;
%Regenerative force maximum, Frmax
Frmax = Treg_max/Rr*1000;
Pbrake_2 = Frmax*V_1
% Regenerative percentages
Treg_min_percentage_10kW=max(max(Treg_min(1,:)))/Tbfreg*100
Treg_max_percentage_10kW=max(max(Treg_max(1,:)))/Tbfreg*100
Treg_min_percentage_20kW=max(max(Treg_min(2,:)))/Tbfreg*100
Treg_max_percentage_20kW=max(max(Treg_max(2,:)))/Tbfreg*100
Treg_min_percentage_30kW=max(max(Treg_min(3,:)))/Tbfreg*100
Treg_max_percentage_30kW=max(max(Treg_max(3,:)))/Tbfreg*100
Treg_min_percentage_40kW=max(max(Treg_min(4,:)))/Tbfreg*100
Treg_max_percentage_40kW=max(max(Treg_max(4,:)))/Tbfreg*100
Treg_min_percentage_50kW=max(max(Treg_min(5,:)))/Tbfreg*100
Treg_max_percentage_50kW=max(max(Treg_max(5,:)))/Tbfreg*100
Treg_min_percentage_60kW=max(max(Treg_min(6,:)))/Tbfreg*100
Treg_max_percentage_60kW=max(max(Treg_max(6,:)))/Tbfreg*100
end
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Appendix B
Duty level of FB in a car with RB
V = 27.2 m/s, M = 1495 kg, J = 6.43 m/s2, Rr = 0.291 m, X1 = 0.8.
KE = ½ M (V12-V22) + ½ I (ω12-ω22), (Joule)
I = mass moment inertia of rotating parts (kgm2)

ω = angular velocity of rotating parts (1/s)
Complete stop V2 = ω2 = 0
K.E = ½ M V12 + ½ I ω12, (Joule)
V = Rrω, (m/s)
KE = ½ M V12 X1 c
Where c = correction factor for rotating masses (c ≈ 1+I/Rr2m) (Limpert, 1992)
c = 1.05 – 1.15 for average speed of passenger car
Piston area in simulation model, Ap = π/4×(0.052-0.042) = 7.068×10-4 m2
Disc effective radius, reff = 1.04 m
For 30% energy recuperations on RB
1. Total kinetic energy at each front disc,
K.E = 0.5×1495×27.72×0.5×0.8×1.05×0.7 = 169 kJ
2. Brake force for each front wheel, F = cMJ×0.8×0.5
F = 1.05×1495×6.43×0.8×0.5×0.7 = 2826 N
3. Brake torque, τ = μ2pApreff = F×Rr

τ = 2826×0.291 = 822 Nm
4. Brake power, Po = τ × ω = 822 Nm×95.18 rad/s = 78 kW

For 87% energy recuperations on RB
1. Total kinetic energy at each front disc,
K.E = 0.5×1495×27.72×0.5×0.8×1.05×0.13 = 31 kJ
2. Brake force for each front wheel, F = cMJ×0.8×0.5
F = 1.05×1495×6.43×0.8×0.5×0.13 = 525 N
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3. Brake torque, τ = μ2pApreff = F×Rr

τ = 525×0.291 = 153 Nm
4. Brake power, Po = τ ×ω = 153 Nm × 95.18 rad/s = 15 kW

Duty level of standard ventilated disc
1. Total kinetic energy at each front disc,
K.E = 0.5×1495×27.72×0.5×0.8×1.05 = 241 kJ
2. Brake force for each front wheel, F = cMJ×0.8×0.5
F = 1.05×1495×6.43×0.8×0.5 = 4037 N
3. Brake torque, τ = μ2pApreff = F×Rr

τ = 3845×0.291 = 1175 Nm
4. Brake power, Po = τ ×ω = 1175 Nm×95.18 rad/s = 112 kW
5. Brake pressure, p
p = F × Rr /μ2Apreff = 4037×0.291/0.4×2×7.068×10-4×0.104=19.9 MPa ≈
2.0×107 Pa
6. Average heat flux on each disc,

[W/m2]

Duty level of solid disc (Tirovic’s work)
Piston area in simulation model, Ap = π/4×(0.0522) = 2.12×10-3 m2
Disc effective radius, reff = 0.09 m
1. Total kinetic energy at each front disc,
KE = 0.5×1300×282×0.5×0.66×1.05 = 177 kJ
2. Brake force for each front wheel, F = cMJ×0.66×0.5
F = 1.05×1300×7×0.66×0.5 = 3153 N
3. Brake torque, τ = μ2pApreff = F×Rr

τ = 3153×0.3 = 946 Nm
4. Brake power, Po = τ ×ω = 946 Nm×93.3 rad/s = 88 kW
5. Brake pressure, p
p = F × Rr /μ2Apreff = 3153×0.3/0.4×2×1.385×10-3×0.09 = 6.2 MPa ≈
6.2×107

Pa
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PROTOTYPE (FLAT DISC & HAT)
SIZE

SCALE
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MATERIAL

REV

STAINLESS STEEL

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS

WEIGHT

SHEET

OF

Appendix D
Test schedule
D.1 Bedding test (Constant speed method)
1. Place a portable cooling fan a meter distance to a test car (type
40JM.PC – 1350 rev/min) with maximum velocity of 3.5 m/s for a
meter distance.
2. Measure weight of friction materials thickness before and after the
test.
3. Measure disc and pad thickness before the test using CMM. Use a
permanent marker pen to mark the measurements position to make
sure measurements are always taken at the same position (Figure
6.21).
4. Warm up dynamometer units and brakes. Set constant speed on
Rototest dynamometer at 30 km/h. Start the engine with transmission
in neutral and press the brake to warm up the disc to approximately
100°C. When the disc reaches 100°C, press the brake to give an
indicated line pressured 20 bar for 10 seconds. Release the brake and
allow the brake disc cool down to 100°C with the wheels rotating at a
road speed of 30 km/h. Repeat the same procedure for 100 cycles.
Begin the brake applies at an initial brake temperature (IBT) ≤ 100°C
on the front brake discs.
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5. Record data for each brake application. Include the actual time to
reach zero rev/m, initial rotational speed, initial and final brake disc
temperatures, and fluid pressure. Take photographs of the disc
rubbing surface. Calculate stopping distance.
6. Measure disc and pad thickness after each 100 cycles bedding test.
7. Stop, analyse results, and compare with FEA predictions.
D.2 Test equipments
1. Tool box for general work on car.
2. Safety equipment for drivers and fire extinguishers.
3. Brake lining, brake fluid and brake maintenance tools
4. Stop watch.
5. Tape, scissors and yarn.
6. Video camera and still camera.
7. Fuel, oil, water, and oil container.
8. Jack and jack stand.
9. Laptop.
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D.3 Rototest torque calibration
Standard procedure
Dead weight #1 (19.248 kg), #2 (19.214 kg) and #3 (19.204 kg) will be
placed on the weight position configuration to determine the experimental
torque at each position. Table D.1 shows a dead weight #1 has to be put at
position 1. It was found beneficial to give a small tap to settle the arm before
taking a measurement. All six measurements were completed for the right
front wheel and seven measurements were completed for the left front wheel
based on the manual given. Both right and left front wheels have to be
calibrated with the same procedure.
Table D.1: A standardized procedure of dead weight calibration (Offside
wheel)

1
2
3
4
5
6

1

2

#1
#1
#1
#1
#1

#2
#2
#2

Weight position configuration
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10

#2

#3
#3

#3

Torque theory
(Nm)
132.57
227.06
366.65
551.43
743.74
962.57

The torque is measured with one weight attached to the calibration rod, then
the weights are successively increased and moved to the marks position of
the rod, according to the Table D.1. The measurement points should follow a
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straight line. The theoretical values and experimental values showed good
consistency with a maximum error to 0.17% (Figure D.1).

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Calibration arm (12.9 kg)
Dynamometer unit

Calibration weight

Figure D.1: Schematic drawing of torque calibration with three weights at
three positions, giving torque theory value of 551.43 Nm
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Appendix E
E.1 Exposed area of a standard ventilated disc
D

B
A

E

C

Figure B1: Geometry of a standard ventilated disc
A = π/4(Do2 – Di2) = π/4(0.2582 – 0.1432) = 0.0362 m2
B = π/4(Do2 – Di2) = π/4(0.2582 – 0.1462) m2 = 0.0355 m2
C = π/4(Do2 – Di2) = π/4(0.1462 – 0.06322) m2 = 0.0136 m2
D = πDohd = π (0.258 × 0.022) = 0.0178 m2
E = πDohd = π (0.146 × 0.0215) = 0.0099 m2
Total exposed area is 0.113 m2
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E. 2 Exposed area of a prototype disc
D

B
A
E

C

Figure B2: Geometry of a prototype disc
A = π/4(Do2 – Di2) = π/4(0.262 – 0.132) = 0.0398 m2
B = π/4(Do2 – Di2) = π/4(0.262 – 0.162) = 0.0329 m2
C = π/4(Do2 – Di2) = π/4(0.162 – 0.0642) = 0.0169 m2
D = πDohd = π (0.26 × 0.0046) = 0.00376 m2
E = πDohd = π (0.16 × 0.02152) = 0.0108 m2
Total exposed area is 0.104 m2
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Appendix F
Radiation heat transfer calculation
The effect of radiation was ignored as it will be small compared with
convection. Equation below shows that the effect of radiation in this
experimental is very small. At typical heat transfer coefficient of 100 W/m2K,
disc temperature of 100°C, and ambient temperature of 20°C, the equation of
heat transfer through radiation is given by equation 2.15.
The emissivity by radiation assumes to be 0.2, for a perfect blackbody is
given to 1. Emissivity is the ratio of the radiation emitted by a surface to the
radiation emitted by a blackbody at the same temperature. Heat transfer by
radiation given by surface temperature at 100°C is;
q = 0.2 × 5.6703 × 10-8 ×(373.154 – 293.154) = 136 W/m2
compared to heat transfer by convection is
q = 100 × (100 – 20) = 8000 W/m2
the different between radiation and convection is less than 1.7% at 100°C.
For 200°C the heat transfer by convection is 18000 W/m2 and by radiation is
485 W/m2, and the difference is 2.7%. This is shows that the heat transfer by
radiation was very small and can be ignoring in this investigation.
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